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Abstract

Metal-Oxide-Silicon Field-Effect-Transistor (MOSFET) or MOS Transistor (MOST) is a three-
dimensional electronic device.  It operates on the conductivity modulation principle in a thin 
semiconductor layer using a controlling electric field to give amplifying and switching functions between 
two of the three electrical terminals (input, output and common) attached to the film.  This principle was 
first proposed 80 years ago (1926) [1-4] by Lilienfeld. A review was given in 1988 on the evolution of the 
MOS transistor [5].  A detailed tutorial exposition of the MOST Compact Modeling (CM) development is 
planned [6]. Electrical characterization experiments and mathematical theory began 45 years ago (1959) 
when stable silicon oxides were grown on nearly perfect (crystalline, low defect) silicon semiconductor by 
Atalla, Tannenbaum and Scheibner at Bell Telephone Laboratories [7].  Simple analytical compact models 
of the MOS transistors are needed for computer-aided design of digital and analog integrated circuits 
containing thousands to millions transistors on a silicon chip, using circuit simulators such as SPICE.  This 
keynote address describes an early history of MOS transistor compact modeling, from the threshold 
voltage model used in the first version of SPICE to the two latest advances under development, the 
inversion charge model and the original (one-piece) surface potential model.
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I. Introduction 

The purpose of compact modeling is to derive simple, fast and accurate analytical (mathematical 
equations) representations of the terminal electrical (DC, switching, and also small-signal) characteristics of MOS 
field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) or MOS transistors MOSTs.  Compact transistor models are needed to 
compute numerically the transistor characteristics, rapidly enough, for use in circuit simulators to design 
and optimize the performance of silicon monolithic integrated circuits (or chips) containing thousands to 
millions of similar and dissimilar transistors for switching and analog applications. 

Metal-Oxide-Silicon Field-Effect Transistor is inherently a two-dimensional (2-D) electronic 
(electron and hole) device {See Fig.640.1 on p.539 of [8], Fig.P610 on p.73 and Fig.940.1 on 148 of [10], or Fig.3.1 on 
p.70 and Fig.6.1 on p.231 of [11].}  Its input voltage is applied to the gate conductor electrode to create an 
electric field in the x-direction perpendicular to a semiconductor layer in order to modulate the sheet 
conductance of the layer in the y-z plane.  This applied gate voltage modulates the current passing through 
the layer in the y-direction between two contacts, drain and source.  To make the 2-D problem tractable, 
device-physics-based decompositions of the 2-D problem into two coupled 1-D problems have been 
employed by all authors since day one (~1960).   

The mathematical culprit is the nonlinear coupling due to the fractional-power/exponential 
dependence on the coupling variable (the surface potential, which is explained in the next paragraph) 
arisen from the spatially varying dopant impurity concentration in the basewell-channel region (known as 
the bulk-charge) of the transistor in the 1-D x-solution.  The major effort of advanced compact modeling 
has been to find numerical algorithms and analytical linearization formulations of this coupling in order to 
provide fast and accurate extraction of the model parameters which are then used in the model to compute 
the characteristics of a wide-range of transistor designs for the thousands to millions of transistors in the 
integrated circuit chips using circuit simulation tools such as SPICE to predict the circuit performance. 

The 1-D x-solution is known as the input voltage equation, which relates the input gate-terminal 
voltage to the electric potential at the semiconductor surface or the gate-insulator/semiconductor interface, 
which is known as the surface potential. (Literature has used S, S, s, S, s, us. We follow strictly the IEEE 
Standards of Symbols and Notations for Circuits and Devices [8-10]: VS(x=0,y,z) and US=qVS/kT for DC steady-state, 
respectively not-normalized and normalized to the thermal voltage, kT/q, while uS(x,y,z,t) for large signal transient, us(x,y,z,t)
for small signal transient, and Us(x,y,z, ) for sinusoidal steady-state. A voltage between two terminals G and B is represented 
by VGB with B as the reference terminal.)  The major task for the compact model developers has been to find a 
fast algorithm to invert the implicit dependence, VGB(US), to an explicit dependence, US(VGB).

The 1-D y-solution is known as the output terminal current equation.  It relates the output current
passing into (or out of) the output terminal (drain or source terminal) to the surface potential, with the 
voltage applied between the output terminal and a reference terminal as the parameter, ID(US,VSB,VDB).
Thus, the surface potential is the independent variable of this system of characterization equations of the 
MOST.  It couples the current and voltage equations. 

This paper describes an early history of MOS transistor compact modeling, including the 
threshold voltage model used in the first version of SPICE to the two latest advances under development, 
the inversion charge model and the surface potential model.

In threshold voltage modeling, a linear approximation was made between the surface potential 
and the applied drain (or channel) and gate voltages.  This eliminates the surface potential and relates the 
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input gate voltage to the output drain current, giving a simple current-voltage equation which is parabolic 
in its simplest form and it was used in the initial version of the circuit simulator SPICE [11-15].  It defines 
a gate threshold voltage below which current ceases and a drain saturation voltage above which the 
drain current remains constant, independent of the “excess” drain voltage and depends only on the gate 
voltage.  Below the gate threshold voltage, there is still a drain or channel current, not zero as the simplest 
threshold voltage model would predict. This subthreshold channel current is dominated by diffusion of the 
minority carriers (electrons on p-substrate) in the surface channel.  The magnitude of this diffusion 
channel current depends on the diffusion barrier height at the Source/Channel boundary.  The source p/n 
junction potential barrier height is lowered by the applied gate voltage which increases the channel current 
exponentially with the gate/source applied voltage, VGS. This subthreshold current-voltage characteristic is 
similar to that of the BJT where the emitter p/n junction barrier height is lowered by the forward DC 
voltage applied to the emitter p/n junction.  The main task of threshold voltage modeling has been to find 
connection formulas that will join smoothly the DCIV equations of the subthreshold and above-threshold 
ranges, defined and separated by the threshold and subthreshold gate voltages, including their slopes and 
second and higher derivatives, in order to accurately predict the digital switching waveform and delay, and 
the analog small-signal distortion and noise, near these joining voltages. 

On charge modeling, the voltage equation [voltage-versus-surface-potential, VJK(US), where JK 
are internal or external-terminal node labels] is transformed into an equation of node-charge versus node-
voltage drop, qj=Cjkvjk, where is the node charge and Cjk is the capacitance coefficient.  Similarly, the 
current equation (current-versus-surface-potential and node voltages) can also be transformed into a 
current-versus-node-charge equation.  Thus, the node charges are the independent variables.  This is the 
approach used in the inversion charge model in both strongly and weakly inverted surface channel 
(electron channel on p-type semiconductor surface covered by an insulator and a gate-conductor 
electrode).  Its node charge is the mobile charge in the inverted electron channel (inverted from p-type bulk 
with holes) at the SiO2/Si interface, while still trying to include the bulk charge by linearization of its 
dependence on the voltage drop. The mobile charge then provides the terminal current, iJ=qJ/Tj=CjkvK/Tj,
and also the lump-form (so-called quasi-static, that is, diffusion and propagation delays from distributed transmission-lines 
are not included) terminal and equivalent-circuit-element immittances, i.e. the differential or charge-control
conductances gjk= iJ/ vK and capacitances, Cjk= qJ/ vK, which can be used to design switching and 
small-signal sinusoidal circuits for digital and analog applications.  Diffusion, trapping, and dielectric 
relaxation delays are not represented by the charge-control immittances.  It is claimed that the charge 
control model is more accurate and sufficient fast compared with the threshold voltage and the surface 
potential models to give the small-signal model for analog applications.  However, charges cannot be 
measured with available instruments, so the charge control model is still calibrated by measurements of 
DC current-voltage characteristics and small-signal immittance versus DC voltage and signal frequency.  
Calibration measurements are usually made on many test transistors of different designs to provide the 
basic design data that can be interpolated for circuit simulations to give the optimized performance .  

On surface potential modeling, surface potential and electric potentials are internal device and 
material parameter that cannot be measured as easily as the terminal currents and voltages.  For example, 
floating or contact potential was  measured by high impedance (1010ohm) voltmeter on large area 
(>~1cm2) Ge surfaces with a parallel platinum electrode 1mm away, vibrating at 0.1mm amplitude in the 
1949-1952 Brattain-Bardeen experiment.  For the micron and submicron modern-transistor sizes, the 
measurement of surface potential at each region of the transistor would require extremely high input-
resistance voltmeter with very small probe area, hundreds times smaller than the area to be measured.  
There are no charge measurement instruments to measure the charges at the terminals and in the internal 
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regions of the transistor.  Regardless of lacking measurability, the surface potential approach to compact 
modeling has been in hibernation for ~ 30 years because the iterative computations for finding the 
theoretical surface potential value at a given input or gate terminal voltage would take too much computer 
time in the past when the CPU speed was slow.  So, a linear approximation between surface potential and 
terminal voltages has been used since the first generation (~early 1970’s) of computer-aided-design of 
integrated circuits using SPICE [11-15].  In this linear model, the surface potential is assumed to be 
proportional to the input voltage or charge, so the surface potential is replaced by the input voltage or 
charge.  But, today, even desktop personal computer is sufficiently fast to quickly give numerical value of 
the surface potential from the implicit, exact, and 1-dimentional, nonlinear relationship between surface 
potential and applied gate voltage, VGB(US).  Therefore, there are revivals of the surface potential 
modeling.  This also avoid known and unknown errors arisen from the analytical approximations used to 
approximately invert VGB(US) to give US(VGB), which is then substituted into ID(US,VGB,VDB,VSB) to give 
the MOST DCIV equations.

II. Analysis and History 

In this section, we shall summarize the basic differential equations whose solutions characterize 
the electrical characteristics of MOSTs.  The general theory and solution methods and results are 
described.  It is then used to obtain the MOSC voltage equation and the MOSR current equation which are 
then combined to give the current-voltage characteristics of the transistor.  The history is described on the 
use of these equations by the transistor compact model developers to characterize MOSC and MOST. 

20 Theoretical Foundations

The response of an MOS transistor to an applied force (electrical, mechanical, thermal, optical, and 
particle) can be described mathematically at two levels based on its physical size: macroscopic level via 
ensemble average for a large transistor; microscopic level via time average for a small transistor.   

For a large (macroscopic) transistor in all its geometric features (thickness, length, and width), 
there are enough number (billions, trillions or more) of atoms and electrons in each of its features so that 
ensemble average in a volume element of dxdydz is meaningful because the statistical fluctuations from 
the ensemble average over many particles in the volume element dxdydz are small.  The ensemble average 
of a device or transistor is an average of measurements of an electrical characteristic (current, voltage, 
admittance and impedance; or the 1940 Bode general terms adpedance and the more popular immittance used in textbooks)
taken in a small time interval at a specified point in time. Then, the mathematical description of the DC 
and AC steady-states and time-dependence (switching including delay, and small-signal frequency or analog including 
harmonic distortion and noise) can all be obtained accurately by solving the macroscopic transport equations 
either analytically via the governing differential equations or numerically via the difference equations.
The latter, however, is too time-consuming and inaccurate for compact modeling. 

For a geometrically very small (microscopic) transistor containing a small number of atoms (tens 
of thousands or less in a few atomic layers and small areas), fluctuations are large. The transistor 
characteristics are frequently obtained by time average, namely, shooting an electron into the transistor 
and tracing the electron trajectory coming out, then averaging many 1-electron trajectories which requires 
a long time.  This is known as the Monte Carlo method, which is again too time-consuming and inaccurate 
for compact modeling. 
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The starting macroscopic equations are the six time-dependent Shockley Equations that include 
generation-recombination-trapping-tunneling (GRTT). {Eqs.(350.1)-(350.6), p.268 of [8].}

General Time-Dependent (Dynamic) Shockley Equations 
q( n/ t) = + ·jN + q(gN – rN) Continuity Equation of Electrons (20.1)
q( p/ t) = ·jP + q(gP – rP) Continuity Equation of Holes (20.2)

 jN = + qμnnE + qDn n Current Density of Electrons (20.3)
jP = + qμppE + qDp p  Current Density of Holes (20.4)

· E = Poisson Equation                                                                                 (20.5)
q( nT/ t) = + q(gP – rP) – q(gN – rN) GRTT Equation (20.6)

 Consider the DC steady-state or static model for a semiconductor with some generation-
recombination-trapping-tunneling (GRTT), nT(r,t)/ t = 0, nT(r,t) = NT(r)  0; 0  gN(r,t) = GN(r)  rN(r,t) 
= RN(r)  0; 0  gP(r,t) = GP(r)  rP(r,t) = RP(r)  0, and with a fixed or immobile singly-charged acceptor 
NAA  and donor NDD+ impurity concentrations, and an intrinsic carrier concentration ni.  Use the 
exponential or Boltzmann “representation” [16,17] for the mobile electron and hole concentrations 
defined by N = niexp(U UN) and P = niexp(UP U).  Here the quasi-Fermi or electrochemical potentials 
for electrons and holes and the electric potential are normalized to the thermal voltage kT/q: UP=qVP/kT,
UN=qVN/kT and U=qV/kT.  Use also the definition of the electric field vector
E= gradV V= (kT/q)gradU.  Then, the general time-dependent Shockley Equations (20.1) to (20.6) 
are reduced to the simpler DC-Steady-State (static) working form listed below which have been employed 
as the starting point for the differential-equation solution of the DC current-voltage (DCIV) characteristics 
of semiconductor devices such as the MOS transistors. These five DC steady-state and finite-GRTT 
Shockley Equations in a semiconductor region with constant dielectric constant  are [8,9] 

General DC Steady-State (Static) Shockley Semiconductor Equations 
0 = + ·JN = - qDN ·(N UN)            (20.7)

 0 = ·JP = + qDP ·(P UP)         (20.8)

JN = + qμnNE + qDn N = - qμNN VN = - qDNN UN (20.9)

JP = + qμpPE + qDp P = - qμPP VP = - qDPP UP (20.10)

· E = - 2V = - ( kT/q) 2U = (20.11)

 = q(P – N – PAA + NDD - NT)      Semiconductor Space-Charge Density              (20.12)
= qni[exp(UP-U) – exp(U-UN) – (PAA--NDD+-NT)/ni]        (20.13)

The Poisson Equation in the normalized forms are  given by 
 - (kT/q2ni) 2U = exp(UP-U) – exp(U-UN) – PIM/ni – NT/ni  (20.14) 

 -2LDi2 2U = exp(UP-U) – exp(U-UN) – PIM/ni – NT/ni        (20.15)

The net ionized acceptor-like-charge or negative-charge bulk impurity concentration is defined by  PIM
  PAA - NDD+ > 0 when applied to a p-type sample and LDi is the intrinsic Debye length or the Debye 

length of an intrinsic semiconductor defined by LDi=( kT/2q2ni)1/2.  Frequently, the extrinsic Debye length 
is used which for a p-type sample is LD=( kT/q2PIM)1/2.  Impurity deionization is usually neglected so that 
PAA = PAA – PA  PAA and NDD  =NDD – ND  NDD where PA  and ND  are the concentrations of the 
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holes and electrons trapped at the negatively charged acceptor and positively charged donor ions 
respectively.  Then PIM PAA NDD.

 The steady-state generation-recombination-trapping-tunneling rate is given by

 0 = q( nT/ t) = + q(GP – RP)  –  q(GN – RN) (20.16)

 qGSS = - qRSS = + q(GP - RP) = + q(GN – RN) Steady-State GRTT Rate (20.17)

For a one-energy-level Shockley-Read-Hall center with electron and hole capture and emission rate-
coefficients (under arbitrary nonequilibrium conditions) cn and cp (cm3/s) and en and ep (s 1), and bulk 
concentration of NTT (cm 3) or interface concentration of NIT(cm 2), its steady-state GRTT rate is 

 RSS = - GSS = (cnNcpP – enep)NTT/(cnN + en + cpP + ep)             (20.18) 

  NT/NTT = (cnN + ep)/(cnN + en + cpP + ep)                    (20.19)

21 The MOSC Theory (The Voltage Equation) 

Under the direction of Shockley, the mathematics underlying the analyses of the MOS Capacitance 
(MOSC) and MOS transistor began around 1950 [16,17].  The results were reported by Walter L. Brown 
in 1953 [18] in an analysis of the electrical measurements of the Ge n/p/n grown-junction bipolar 
transistor with the base layer surface exposed to the ambient. This 1953-Brown-Shockley analysis 
contained the first description of several device-physics conceptions applied to the surface channel 
conduction (the electron channel on the p-Base of the n/p/n), most of which are still used today for 
semiconductor devices, including MOS transistor compact modeling.  For examples: (1) the quasi-Fermi 
potentials to describe nonequilibrium from applied voltages to a p/n junction introduced by Shockley 
[16,17], (2) the two-layer surface space-charge layer model: a surface space-charge layer that is depleted 
of electrons and holes, the depletion layer, and a surface space-charge layer which has the conductivity 
type opposite to that of the bulk, the inversion layer, (3) the depletion-layer capacitance theory [16,17] 
and measurements, (4) the negative-number problem of the square of the surface electric field because the 
minority carrier was neglected in the electrical neutrality boundary condition, (5) the surface inversion or 
electron channel on the p-Base that connects the n-emitter and n-collector regions,  (6) the electrical 
thickness of the electron surface channel, (7) the physical and electrical pinch-off of the surface channel, 
following that first used by Shockley for the p/n-junction-gate field-effect transistor [19,20] including (8) 
the local pinch-off voltage equation, and (9) the near equality of the pinch-off voltage and the floating 
potential of the emitter with the n-collector/p-base junction reverse biased, (10) the 1-D E(x) surface
energy-band diagram and (11) the 2-D E(x,y) electron potential energy surface near and include the 
surface, and (12) the two solutions of the Poisson Equation, one by integration in space, and one by 
integration via quadrature in electric potential.

Two years later in 1955, Garrett and Brattain [21] completed and reported a comprehensive 
mathematical analysis of the MOSC or the Voltage Equation for the 1-D geometry.  The 1955-Garrett 
analyses greatly extended and expanded the simple and intuitive 1953-Brown-Shockley solutions [18] 
including also the surface-channel conductance or MOST Current Equation first analyzed in 1953-Brown-
Shockley [18].  The 1955-Garrett [21] analyses included nonequilibrium conditions represented by quasi-
Fermi potentials, from exposure of germanium and later silicon to controlled ambient and light, and later, 
from electric field via voltage applied to a gate-electrode, first without and later with an insulator, finally 
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with a thermally grown oxide on silicon.  The 1955-Garrett analyses extended the 1953-Brown-Shockley 
2-layer/2-range semiconductor space-charge model to three layers and three ranges: three physical layers
or three surface-potential ranges for the three energy-band-bending ranges. They were named by them as 
the accumulation, the exhaustion then depletion layer-and-range which he called the parabolic-
potential range {See Garrett’s Equations (12)-(14) on p.379 of [21].}, and the inversion layer-channel-and-range,
{See Eq.(15) of [21].}

To further review the historical developments of the MOSC and its Voltage Equation or the x-
solution, we shall provide a mathematical derivation of the formulas using the recent notation that would 
help to connect the current authors’ solutions to the historical firsts.  Three solutions, listed as I, II and III, 
can be obtained from integrating the 3-D, 2-D or 1-D Poisson Equation (20.11) and (20.15).  The two 
single-integrations are the volume variable d  = dxdydz and the potential variable dU = U dr.  The one 
double-integration is along the volume dxr•dxt or length variable dx. 

I.  The volume integration gives the Gauss Law which states that the integration of the Displacement 
Vector D = E over a closed surface is equal to the charge enclosed. 

d = Ed  = E dS = D dS Gauss Law 3-D (21.1)

[ ( Ex)/ x]dx = 2E2(x2) – 1E1(x1)

                           =  D2(x2) – D1(x1) = dx = Q21(x21)   Gauss Law 1-D   (21.2) 

Here Q21(x21) is the charge density (per unit area dydz) between the planes x=x1 and x=x2.

II. The above can be integrated again to give a relationship between the potential drop and the moment of 
the enclosed space-charge.  For the 1-D case, integrating by part along x twice from =x1 to x2, we get 
{See Equation (412.14) on p.140 in [9]} we get

v(x2,t) – v(x1,t) + (x2–x1)EX(x1,t) = - (x2- ) ( ,t)d / General 1-D            (21.3G)

  V(x2) – V(x1) + (x2–x1)EX(x1)   = - (x2- ) ( )d /                  DC 1-D            (21.3D)

  U(x2) – U(x1) - (x2–x1) U(x1)/ x = - (x2- ) ( )d (kT/ q)        DC 1-DN     (21.3DN)

III. The integration in electric potential, (  )dU= (  )(dV/kT) gives the relationship between the electric 
field and potential {See Equation (412.4A) on p.138 of [9].}.  Integrating by quadrature along the line 
U(x,y,z) from a smaller surface U(x,y,z)=U(x1,y1,z1)=U1 to a larger surface U(x2.y2,z2)=U2 > U1, gives the 
difference of the square of the Displacement Vectors normal to the two surfaces.  For a region of spatially 
independent dielectric constant, f(r), and denoting the radial and transverse components respectively by 
subscripts r and t, then

(U)dU = EdU = -( kT/2q) 2 2UdU

        = -( kT/2q)[( rU2)2 -( rU1)2 + ( tU2)2 -( tU1)2] 3-D (21.4)

        = -( kT/2q)[( xU2)2 -( xU1)2]                                                                     1-D       (21.5) 

(V)dV = -( /2)[( xV2)2 -( xV1)2] = -( /2)[(Ex2)2 -(Ex1)2]    1-D (21.6)
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Application to MOSC (M/n+G/SiO2/p-Si/M)

The general 1-D results, (21.2), (21.3DN) and (21.5) or (21.6), can now be applied to the MOSC 
between the gate and the body metal terminals of a polycrystalline-gate nMOST with a p-Si-basewell or p-
Si-body, and the layer structure M/n+Gate/SiO2/p-Si/M.  The metal terminal is defined as one with zero 
space-charge, zero electric field, and a spatially constant electric potential, with the potential difference 
between two metal terminals equal to the voltage applied between the two metal terminals.  The space-
charge densities in the MOSC layers are as follows (  in Coulomb/cm-3).

(x,y) = 0 Metal gate terminal x<-XM  (21.7A)

(x,y) = qNM (-XM) Metal/n+Si-Gate interface at  X=-XM  (21.7B) 

(x,y) = q(P – N + NGG) n+Si-Gate layer in -XM+<x<-XM++Xn+G-  (21.7C)

(x,y) = qNITG (-Xn+G)             n+Gate/Gate-Oxide interface –Xn+G-<x<-Xn+G+  (21.7D)

(x,y) = qNOT(x,y) Gate-Oxide layer –Xn+G-<x<-0 (21.7E)

(x,y) = qNIT (0)                                  Gate-oxide/p-Base interface –0-<x<+0+ (21.7F)

(x,y) = q(P – N – PAA + NDD) p-Basewell layer or p-Body +0+<x<+x  (21.7G)

(x,y) = 0 p-Body/Metal interface (or SOI) x=+X (21.7H)

(x,y) = 0 metal body terminal   x>+X (21.7I)

Using these space-charge densities in (21.2), (21.3DN) and (21.5) we obtained the following 1-D MOSC 
voltage equations for a spatially constant net impurity concentration in the p-Si base-body, PIM = PAA – 
NDD  f(x) and for the boundary conditions of (X ,y)=0, EX(X ,y) = V(x=X ,y)/ x=0, and 
U(X ,y)=U (y)=qV(X ,y)/kT.  We also assume x-independent quasi-Fermi potentials UP(x,y)=UP(y) and 
UN(x,y)=UN(y) in order to get (21.12) to (21.15).

 0 = QM + Qn+G + QITG + QOT + QIT + QS (21.7)

 Co(VGB – VFB – VS) + QS                  (Definition of flatband voltage VFB) (21.8)

   = Co(VGB – VFB – VS) - SES (21.9)

QS = DX  - DX0+ = + SEX - SEX0+ = +0 - SEX0

 - SES = - S(- US/ x) = + S( US/ x)                           (21.10) 

QS = (x)dx = q (P – N - PIM)dx  QP + QN + QPIM              (21.11)

E2(x,y) = (2kT/ S){[P - P (1 – U + U )] + [N N (1 + U – U )]}      (21.12) 
       = (2kT/ S)[P - P + N - N + (P - N )(U - U )]        (21.13)

 EX2(x,y) = (kT/qLDi)2FX2 (21.14)

      FX2 = + [exp(-U)+(+U – 1)exp(-UP + UP )]exp(+UP0)
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+ [exp(+U)+(-U – 1)exp(+UN – UN )]exp(-UN0)        (21.15) 

A better solution for physics-based approximation of the x-dependence of the quasi-Fermi potentials, in 
anticipation of solutions for the drain/base p/n junction space-charge region is to express the x-component 
of the electric field at a location x, with reference to that at the SiO2/Si interface x=0 rather than x= .  So, 
instead of (21.14) and (21.15), we have

ES2 = EX2 + (kT/qLDi)2FSX2 (21.14A)

FSX2 = + [exp(+UP0-US)- exp(+UP-U)+(+US – U)exp(+UP - U )]
+ [exp(+US-UN0)- exp(+U-UN)-(+US – U)exp(+U – UN )] (21.15A)

Using the above with (21.9), we obtained the following Voltage Equation

UGB – UFB - US = UOX = 2(UII)1/2 × FSI(US,UP0,UP ,UN0,UN ) (21.16)

where (FSI)2 = + [exp(-US)+(+US – 1)exp(-UP0 + UP )]exp(+UP0)
 + [exp(+US)+(-US – 1)exp(+UN0 – UN )]exp(-UN0) (21.17)

and UII=qVII/kT=(q/kT)( Sqni/2CO2), CO= O/XO, UPX=UP(x,y), UNX=UN(x,y), x=0=the
SiO2/Si interface, and x=X =the remote boundary.  

Historical Uses of the Voltage Equation - General 

The terms in the three groups of the solution for E2(x,y) in (21.12) and (21.13) immediately show 
their relative importance, either in three internal space layers or three external applied gate voltage ranges.  
This grouping was recognized as a good teaching tool in 1991-Sah {See [8] equations (412.6) to (412.9) 
on page 348.} and 1993-Sah {See [9] (411.13) to (411.14) on page 128.}.  The term P P  dominates in 
the p-Si basewell-body where hole concentration is high, or in the negative range of the applied gate 
voltage which attracts holes to the p-Si surface or the SiO2/p-Si interface.  This is known as the majority-
carrier accummulation for p-type semiconductor with PIM>0.  The term N-N  dominates in the p-Si 
basewell-body where electron concentration is high, or in the positive range of the applied gate voltage 
which attracts electrons to the p-Si surface or the SiO2/p-Si interface, causing the surface conductivity on 
the p-Si to invert to n-type, i.e. NS N(x=0+,y) PS P(x=0+,y).  It defines an electrical thickness of the 
electron channel or the inversion layer at the SiO2/Si interface on a p-Semiconductor. {See another 
definition of electrical thickness based on charge-control differential capacitance given Equations (412.4) 
to (412.6A) and (412.10C1) to (412.10E) on pages 138 to 139 in 1993-Sah [9].}  The term 
(P N )(U U ) dominates near flatband, U U 0, or the voltage applied between the gate and base 
terminals is near the flatband voltage, VGB VFB.  This A1G {At One Glance. See page xii of the Preface of 
1991-Sah [8].} three-layer three-potential-range model was first described in 1953-Brown-Shockley [18] 
which considered only the two-layer, two-surface-potential weak and strong inversion ranges, without the 
accummulation range.  Details were given in 1955-Garrett [21] to compute the surface conductance versus 
surface potential for analyses of experimental surface field-effect measurements on Germanium and 
Silicon surfaces.  The 1955-Garrett analyses were used to explain and analyze experimental results 
obtained by the previous [6,18,22,25a] and subsequent [18a-18c,21-25a] investigators during the 1953-
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1960 period on the DC conductance, small-signal-capacitance, conductance relaxation, and pulsed field-
effect on bare but clean (in high and mercury-pumped ‘ultra-high’-vacuum quartz-tube capsule) Ge and Si surfaces, 
and later on gated bare Ge and gated oxidized Si surfaces.  These investigations on bare Ge and Si 
surfaces ceased when stable thermal oxide was grown on Si in 1959 by Atalla, Tannenbaum and 
Scheibner at Bell Telephone Laboratories [7]. 

Historical Uses of the Voltage Equations – Applications to MOS Capacitors 

The equilibrium solution of the 1-D Poisson Equation was derived for the silicon MOS capacitor 
during the late 1950’s due to its voltage-controllable capacitance, known as the varactors.  In addition to 
the Gate-Voltage versus Surface-Potential equation just discussed and given by (21.16) and (21.17), the 
Gate-Capacitance versus Surface-Potential equation was also derived via charge-control, giving the quasi-
static differential capacitance, Cgb=dQG/dVGB.  John L. Moll of Stanford, who just left Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, proposed the MOS Varactor at the August 1959 IRE Wescon (Western Convention and 
Show) [23].  W. G. Pfann and C. G. B. Garrett of Bell Telephone Laboratories provided the first 
theoretical capacitance-voltage curves in a Letter to the Editor in the 1959 IRE Proceedings [24].  D. R. 
Frankl of General Telephone and Electronics made extensive calculations in 1960 for Ge, Si as well as 
InSb [25] who used the simple 1955 Kingston-Neustadter notation [26] u=qV/kT which greatly helped this 
author to learn the MOSC theory during 1959-1961.  The equilibrium theory of the MOS capacitor was 
extended to the nonequilibrium by Lindner [27] of Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1961, using the three-
layer approximation of the surface space-charge layer of the 1955-Garrett analyses [21], and the charge-
control theory to compute the MOSC’s capacitance-vs-DC-voltage curves under three ranges of minority 
carrier generation-recombination rates relative to the measurement time.  The three ranges were: (1) The 
usual equilibrium or low-frequency MOSCV curves (Clf VGB) which is the oxide capacitance 
Cox= ox/Xox in series with the semiconductor space-charge capacitance CS= QS/ VS assuming no 
interface traps which would give an interface trapping capacitance CIT= QIT/ VS in parallel with CS.
Here QS= dx (x=0 to ).  The two nonequilibrium MOSCV curves obtained by Lindner [27] are as 
follows.  (2) The depletion MOSCV curves (Cdep VGB) in which the oxide is so leaky that both majority 
(hole) and minority (electron) carriers are not generated or transported fast enough to accumulate in the 
semiconductor surface space charge layer under the SiO2/Si interface.  Thus, the mobile carriers are 
completely depleted in the semiconductor surface space-charge layer or P~0 and N~0 in 0 x Xd.  Only 
the majority carriers can be supplied and withdrawn fast enough to the edge of the depletion layer, x=Xd,
during the measurement time.  The electrical thickness of the depletion layer Xd can then be defined by the 
parallel-plate surface space-charge-layer capacitance CS = Cdep = Qdep/ VS si/Xd.  The depleted 
charge density is given by Qdep q(P+N P )dx (x=0 to Xd) and dV/dx is obtained with P=N=0. {See XS-

dep given by Equation (412.10D) on page 139 of 1993-Sah [9].} (3) The high-frequency MOSCV curves
(Chf – VGB) in which the oxide is insulating so that DC steady-state concentration of majority and minority 
carriers can be accumulated at the interface, but the measurement time is so short (in the charge-control 
mode) or the sinusoidal small-signal measurement frequency is so high (a.c. or sinusoidal steady-state 
mode) that the minority carriers (electrons in p-Si basewell-body) cannot be generated and recombined 
fast enough in the measurement time interval of the switched charge-change or the sinusoidal frequency of 
small amplitude signal variation, so QN q(N N )dx (x=0 to ) or N must be kept constant during the 
variation of VS to measure the capacitance from CS = CP = QP/ VS with QP q(P P )dx = 
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q(P P )dV/(dV/dx) (x=0 to  and V=VS to 0.). The dV/dx in the integration is the DC steady-state value.  
This integration and its differentiation turned out to be rather nontrivial and in fact, extremely difficult to 
mathematically carry out, then numerically compute.  So Gove and Sah [28, 29] tried a different way to 
compute the high-frequency MOSCV curves.  A systematic equation was developed by Sah [29] which is 
defined by CS= si/XS where XS is the space-charge layer thickness.  This Sah three-layer charge-sheet 
model [29] was used to give XS=X1+X2+ X3. X1 is the inversion layer thickness, X3 is the depletion layer 
thickness, and X2 is the thickness of the transition layer between the inversion layer and depletion layer.  
The depletion layer thickness, X3, also includes the thickness of the transition layer between depletion 
layer and the quasi-neutral p-Si basewell-body region. 

Historical Uses of the Voltage Equations – Interface Traps from MOSCV 

The capacitance-voltage characteristics were also strongly affected by the surface states located at 
the oxide/silicon interface.  {See a survey of the history in [5].}   These surface states or interface traps, 
deduced earlier by the distortion of the surface-conductance versus surface potential curves in the surface 
field-effect experiments for bare or not-thermally oxidized Ge and Si surfaces [18,18a,21,22,25a,26,27], 
were now obtained by the distortion of the capacitance-voltage characteristics compared with the theory 
on oxidized silicon surfaces.  The earliest and most extensive study was made by Lewis M. Terman in his 
1960 PhD thesis at Stanford [30] under the direction of John Moll at Stanford [23].  Terman developed 
two methods to measure the interface traps, (1) the frequency dependence of the MOSCV curves and (2) 
the distortion of the high-frequency CV due to slow trapping.  The second is known as the Terman
Method and it has been widely used in academic research and in manufacturing due to the ease of 
experimental measurement. 

Historical Uses of the Voltage Equations – Negative ES
2 Near Flatband 

The compact model developments have focused on two approaches to give the fast and accurate ID

versus VGB characteristics (also the immittance yjk versus VGB) by solving the two simultaneous device-
physics-based implicit equations having the surface potential, US, as the independent variable, ID(US) and 
yik(US) versus VGB(US,VDB,VSB) which are 2-D and 1-D integrals. These two approaches are: (i) analytical 
approximation to give fast and accurate explicit equations of ID(VGB,VDB,VSB) and yik(VGB,VDB,VSB)
equations, such as the threshold-voltage and inversion charge models, and (ii) design of fast numerical 
algorithm to compute US(VGB,VNP) for nMOST where VSB VNP(YS y YL) VDB or US(VGB,VPN) for 
pMOST where VSB VPN(YS y YL) VDB to calculate the single and double integrals, known as the 
surface potential model.

In search of fast numerical algorithms in the second approach, (ii) above, it was noticed that 
electric-field-square function, (21.17), was giving a negative value in a smaller range of US near flatband, 
US=0.  This was infrequently noticed, and only appeared when the dUS step-size in the computation is 
very small and near US=0.  This violation of physical reality was communicated via email to Sah by 
Professor Xing Zhou of Nanyang Technological University in Singapore on November 30, 2004 [31] who 
made references to the mathematical algorithms designed by Professor Gennady Gildenblat of 
Pennsylvania State University to circumvent this error [32a, 32b] and analyzed by Dr. Colin McAndrew of 
Motorola-Freescale-Semiconductor Inc. to trace the error source empirically [32c].  [I shall call this the 
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2002-Gildenblat-McAndrew Correction.]  After confirming that this difficulty also occurred in 
computations by Sah’s former and current students and current postdoc Bin Jie, the cause of this error was 
identified within an hour while in San Diego during holidays by three means: aside from physical 
unreality, two mathematical tests were made, a Taylor series expansion of the old FS

2(US,UP,UN) near 
US=0, and a Taylor series expansion of the new and self-consistent FS

2(US,UP,UN) to show the latter is 
positive-real at all orders of US near US=0.  One of the two sources of error previously encountered by 
programmers was the incorrect or not-self-consistent remote boundary condition used for the quasi-Fermi-
potentials in the charge-neutrality condition that gave the old and erroneous FS

2(US,UP,UN).  The second 
was from neglecting minority carriers in computing the quasi-Fermi levels at the far boundary, commonly 
made by all engineers.  These are demonstrated and proven in the following derivations.

The charge-neutrality condition at the remote boundary is given by the following algebra which 
give both the quasi-Fermi potentials and the carrier concentrations at x=XS .  This was first used in 
1957-Sah-Noyce-Shockley [33] as the high-level boundary condition in their investigation of the 
recombination current in the space-charge layer of p/n junctions.  It was learned by Sah from Robert N. 
Hall’s lecture on power rectifiers while attending, for doctoral credit, the historical first and only IRE-
Device-Research-Conference Summer School in 1953 at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign.  
This boundary condition has always been approximated by the transistor-device theorists and textbook 
authors [11,12,13,14] using the majority carrier solution, PN=ni

2exp(UPN) (correct) and P=PIM (wrong)
because P N=PIM, that is, the minority carriers cannot be neglected in the charge neutrality condition 
[33a], especially when UPN is at a high forward bias.  For p/n junctions, this approximation is valid at low 
injection levels, which is most of the cases except power devices at high currents, but for MOS devices, 
this approximation is not valid at the SiO2/Si interface or bare surface near flatband.  Flatband is in fact the 
equivalent high-level condition of the p/n junction, namely, the build-in or diffusion potential barrier 
height of the n+Source/p-Basewell-channel junction is reduced to zero by the gate voltage which flatbands 
the lower-doped p-basewell-channel (The VGB or VGS bends little the n+S surface.) so that the electric 
potential barrier is flattened or nearly flat from the n+Source-side to the p-Basewell-channel-side.
Physically also, the flatband brings the remote charge neutrality boundary condition from x=X  to the 
SiO2/Si interface at x=0.  Thus, by not neglecting the minority carriers, the remote charge-neutrality 
boundary condition (x=X ) is given by the 1957-SNS charge neutrality condition [33,33a] in the MOST 
notation.  It reduces to the commonly used approximation when UPN is small or negative or PIM is 
immensely larger than ni.

(x= ,y) = 0 = q[P(x= ,y) – N(x= ,y) – PIM]                     (21.18) 

P(x= ,y) × N(x= ,y) = ni2 exp[UPN(x= ,y)]

                    = ni2 exp[UPN(y)] ni2 exp(UPNy) (21.19)

P(x= ,y) = ni{[(PIM/2ni)2+exp[UPNy]]1/2 + (PIM/2ni)}         (21.20)

= niexp[+UP(x= ,y)] = niexp[+UP(y)] niexp(+UPy)        (21.21) 

N(x= ,y) = ni{[(PIM/2ni)2+exp(UPNy)]1/2 - (PIM/2ni)} (21.22)

 = niexp[-UN(x= ,y)] = niexp[-UN(y)] niexp(-UNy)        (21.23) 
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The spatially constant quasi-Fermi potentials (that was assumed in order to enable the x-integration of the 
Poisson Equation to give the two of the three solutions: ES(y) EX(x=0,y) in (21.12) and the Gauss Law in (21.9)) requires 
that UP(x,y) = UP(y) = UP(x=0,y) = UP0(y) = UP  and UN(x,y) = UN(y) = UN(x=0,y) = UN0(y) = UN .  Then, 
FSI in (21.17) reduces to the form given by Sah in his 1964 MOSC report [29] and his first MOST article 
[34], and it was described in details in 1965-Sah-Pao [35] (which was then used by the 1966 Pao-Sah Drift-
Diffusion Model [36]).  This reduced form gave the analytical solution of the MOST using the three-layer
bulk-charge and inversion-charge model in which UPN was defined.  The negative sign was used for 
 because the drain and source p/n junctions were always reverse biased for MOST operation while the 

forward-biased p/n junction applications for monitoring and studying interface traps, investigated in 1961 
[37,38], were not an MOST modeling objective at that time.  The forward-bias mode was investigated 
substantially since 1995 by Sah and his group at Florida [39] to monitor the creation and annealing of the 
SiO2/Si interface traps and the degradation of MOSTs by hot carriers. 

However, it was just discovered by Sah while writing this keynote manuscript that this 1965-Sah-
Pao solution [35] was one of two approximations among the three possible nonequilibrium or DC steady-
state solutions.  These two approximations are not consistent with the constant quasi-Fermi-potential 
assumption, which is the cause of the imaginary electric field or negative ES

2 in a very small range of US

near flatband {As pointed out to Sah by Zhou [31].}, while the third and self-consistent  ‘exact’ solution 
does not have this physical unreality which we shall now show. (Note added during proof: I had already decided 
not to use the word “exact” and informed my ten co-authors [55] of the better term ‘self-consistent’, which was also rejected 
later by a reviewer of one of our manuscripts in which the reviewer stated “Nothing is exact in compact modeling.”.  Indeed this
was an issue also raised rigorously by Brews in 1977 [32d] before the 1978-Brews analyses [40] and ably answered by El-
Mansy and Boothroyd concerning one part of El-Mansy’s PhD thesis on a new compact MOST model.) Using (21.17) for 
FSI

2, in the following three sub-sections, 211, 212, and 213, the three solutions are obtained for the x-
independent quasi Fermi potentials, written as UP(x,y)=UP(y) and UN(x,y)=UN(y).

211 Self-Consistent Solution (2005-Sah=1957-Sah-Noyce-Shockley) 

This is the mathematically correct solution for the x-independent quasi-Fermi potentials giving by 
UP0 = UP(x=0,y) = UP = UP(x= ,y) = UP(y), UN0 = UN(x=0,y) = UN = UN(x= ,y) = UN(y), and 
+UNP(x=any value, y) =UN(y) UP(y) = UPN0 = UPN .  The ‘exact’ or better self-consistent solution is

(FSI)2 = + [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)]exp(+UP0)
   + [exp(+US) + (-US – 1)]exp(-UN0) (21.17)

(FSI)2 = {+ [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)]exp(+UP0)
+ [exp(+US) + (-US – 1)]exp(-UP0- ) } (21.24)

= {+ [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)]
   + [exp(+US) + (-US – 1)]exp(-2UP0- )}exp(+UP0) (21.25)

lim(US 0)(FSI)2 {+ [1 - US + US2/2 - US3/6 + (+US – 1)]
                  + [1+US+(US2/2)+(US3/6)+(-US–1)]exp(-2UP0- )}exp(+UP0)

= {+[(US2/2)(1-US/3)]+[US2/2)(1+US/3)]exp(-2UP0- )}exp(+UP0)
  = (US2/2){+(1-US/3)+(1+US/3)exp(-2UP0- )}exp(+UP0) 0 QED (21.26)
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The asymptotic expansion to third order near flatband, US 0, given by (21.26), shows that (FSI)2

is positive and real to third order (hence to all orders of US by just including the higher order terms in the 
Taylor series expansion of exp(±US), confirming that the remote charge-neutrality boundary condition and 
the mathematics are self-consistent with no error.  However, there is another very-common error source 
that would make (FSI)2 negative near flatband (US 0).  This was just discussed that led to (21.18) to 
(21.23).  It has not been recognized by most programmers and their device theorists, which is: in 
numerical computations, UP0 (and UN0) must be computed using the exact remote charge-neutrality 
condition, given by (21.18) to (21.23), which do not drop the minority carriers. 

212 Approximate Solution – 1 (1965-Sah-Pao [35] and 1966-Pao-Sah [36])

The earlier, if not the historical first, solution was given in 1965-Sah-Pao [35], which is not self-
consistent, and which was used in 1966-Pao-Sah [36], 1978-Brews [40], 1996-Sah [41], 2001-2004-
Gildenblat [32a,32b], 2002-McAndrew [32c], Jie-Sah [42,43], 2005-Zhou [44], and others.  It was also 
used earlier in partial form in 1953-Brown-Shockley [18] and 1956-Garrett [21].  This solution was 
obtained by letting UP =UN  and UPN =UP UN =0 at the distant boundary with charge neutrality, while 
retaining their interface value, UPN0=UP0 UN0=  in regions near the SiO2/Si interface at x=0.  It violates 
the assumption that UP and UN are independent of x, and it was based on the device-physics intuition that 
in any real device, the far boundary would be at equilibrium or UP=UN=UF, while at the SiO2/Si (x-0) 
interface, they would have their nonequilibrium values due to the voltage applied between the drain and 
base and source and base terminals.  Then from (21.15A), only two of three terms due to the minority 
carriers are multiplied by exp( ) giving 

FSX2 = + [exp(+UP0-US)- exp(+UP-U)+(+US – U)exp(+UP - U )]
+ [exp(+US-UN0)- exp(+U-UN)-(+US – U)exp(+U – UN )] (21.15A)

FS 2 + [exp(-US) + (-1 + US)exp(+UP -UP0)]exp(+UP0)
 + [exp(+US- ) – exp(-UNX) - US•exp(UP0-UN )]exp(-UP0)         (21.27) 
{+ [exp(-US) + (-1 + US)]

       + [exp(+US- ) - exp(- ) - US ]exp(-2UP0)}exp(+UP0)  (21.28)

The choice of UNX in (21.15A) is crucial.  If UNX= =UN =0, then the electron concentration term 
exp( UNX) = 1 is independent of the drain and source voltage, .  Then, we have only one term that is 
modulated by the voltages applied to the drain and source which is the next or third solution or the second 
approximate solution given in section 213.  In the 1965 Sah-Pao [35] and 1966 Pao-Sah [36] articles, the 
position X in FSX

2 given by (21.15A) was chosen such that the three boundary conditions [U(x= ,y)=0,
U(x= ,y)/ x=0 and 2U(x= ,y)/ x2 =0] are nearly satisfied but the quasi-Fermi potential difference, 
(x=X)=UN(x=X,y) UP(x=X,y), has not decreased significantly towards zero at the remote (or nearby) 

boundary x = X .  Due to the presence of the terms with the exp( ),  it is obvious that FS
2 given by 

(21.28) will become negative.  The range of US for this physical reality violation can be easily obtained 
from an analytical expansion of (21.28), just like (21.26) for the self-consistent solution.  Later 
investigators all used this model from 1965-Sah-Pao [35] and 1966-Pao-Sah [36], or textbooks such as 
1981-Sze’s and 1999-Tsividis’s [13], and were burdened by this physical unreality trouble [31].  A second 
source of trouble came from dropping the minority carrier contribution, giving exp(UF) = PIM/ni instead of 
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exp(UF)  exp( UF) = PIM/ni to compute the equilibrium Fermi potential UF, and the nonequilibrium Fermi 
potentials, UP(x=X ,y) and UN(X ,y) using (21.18) to (21.23).

213 Approximate Solution – 2 (New)

A second alternative approximation which is also not self-consistent is to set the distant boundary 
condition to equilibrium or zero bias, = UPN =UN UP =0, while at the interface, still to have 

0= UPN0=UN0 UP0 0 so that it can be set to the voltage applied to the Drain/Base and Source/Base 
junctions at y=L and y=0 respectively.   Then there is only one exp( ) term.

(FSI)2 = + [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)exp(-UP0+UP )]exp(+UP0)
   + [exp(+US) + (-US – 1)exp(+UN0-UN )]exp(-UN0) (21.17)

(FSI)2 = + [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)exp(-UP0+UP )]exp(+UP0)
   + [exp(+US-UP0- 0) - (US+1)exp(-UP )] (21.29)

      = + [exp(-US) +(+US – 1)exp(-UP0+UP )]exp(+UP0)
        + [exp(+US- 0)-(+US + 1)exp(+UP0-UP )]exp(-UP0) (21.30)

           = +{[exp(-US)   +(+US – 1)]
        + [exp(+US- 0)-(+US + 1)]exp(-2UP0)}exp(+UP0) (21.31)

The anticipated consequences on compact modeling from using these three boundary conditions, 
whether self-consistent or not, to design a compact transistor model for circuit simulation, should be 
immediately clear, namely, it would impact the solutions only near the flatband.  In DCIV, seldom is the 
current computed down to flatband, US=0, which would be three mega-decades or 10 18 below the strong 
inversion current, since the practical standby or off range, a concern for battery operated equipment, is at 
about US=UF (the intrinsic surface at NS=PS) or two mega-decades lower.  {See Fig.682.1(b) on p.655 of 
1991-Sah [8] for the seldom if ever illustrated US=0, UF and 2UF markers on the semilog  ID-VGS.}  On 
digital and analog switching and RF-analog characteristics, the discontinuity or not-self-consistency could 
give a more serious theoretical design problem, such as waveform distortion limiting the accuracy of rise-
fall-delay time estimates in synchronized logic circuits using linear piece-wise charge-control analysis, 
and charge-storage capacitance and conductance calculations for harmonic distortions, RF interferences, 
and voltage-controlled capacitors (varactors) operating in the depletion-accummulation ranges.  

214 Fast Convergent Exact Iteration Formulas 

Fast convergent exact iteration formulas were derived by Sah in 1993 {See Equations (411.16D) to 
(411.16U) on p. 129 of 1993-Sah [9].} for the equilibrium case.  One formula was obtained for each of the 
three surface potential ranges (depletion, inversion and accumulation).  They were soon extended and later 
reported in 1996-Sah [41] for the nonequilibrium 1965-Sah-Pao and 1966-Pao-Sah approximation (21.28). 
These exact fast-convergent formulas (for the not-self-consistent 1965-Sah-Pao x-equation) were 
employed to compute the results recently presented at the October 2004 ICSICT in Beijing by Jie and Sah 
[42,43].  The fast-convergent formulas for the self-consistent (‘exact’) solution (21.25), obtained by Jie 
and Sah in 2004 after an inquiry from Zhou [31], are given in the poster paper at the May-2005 WCM 
[45].  This self-consistent solution is used in Zhou May-2005 WCM [44], without the benefit of the fast 
convergent exact iteration formulas since his unified regional model does not need the iterative 
computation of the surface potentials.  Additional tests on the mathematical approximations and 
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computation speeds of these three boundary conditions are anticipated.  The 1996 formulas [41,42,43] are 
listed below, in sub-section 2141, which were extended to give the 2005 self-consistent formulas [45], also 
listed below, in sub-section 2142. 

2141 1965 Fast-Convergent Exact Iteration Formula
(1965-Sah-Pao [35] Model used in 1966-Pao-Sah [36]; 1996-Sah Formulas [41])

Accumulation Range US  0                                          (21.32) 
US =  loge{[(UGX - UFB - US)2/4UAA] + A}

Depletion Range 0 < US  2UF + (21.33)
US = UGX - UFB - 2UAA{[1+(UGX-UFB- D)/UAA]1/2 1}   0 US UGX-UFB
US = UGX - UFB + 2UAA{[1+(UGX-UFB- D)/UAA]1/2 + 1} UGX–UFB US 2UF+

Inversion Range US  2UF + (21.34)
US = 2UF +  + loge{[(UGX - UFB - US)2]/(4UAA I)}

Exact Iteration Correction Terms
A = 1  US {[exp(+US) 1]e US}exp( 2UF)}                 (21.35) 

 1  US

D = 1 exp( US) {[exp(+US) 1]e US}exp( 2UF)                      (21.36) 
 1  exp( 2UF)

I = 1 {e + US [US 1 + exp( US)]exp(+2UF)}exp[ (US )]           (21.37) 
 1 + US exp[ (US 2UF )]

UAA=qVAA/kT=(q/kT)( SqPIM/2CO2)=(PIM/1017)(XO/10nm)2×69.59285mV/(kT/q)
kT/q=25.5564mV at T=296.57K and ni=1.000×1010cm 3          (21.38) 

2142 2005-Fast Convergent Exact Iteration Formulas
(2004-Sah-Self-Consistent Model [31]; 2005-Jie-Sah formulas [45])

Accumulation Range US 0     (21.39)

US =  loge{(UGB UFB US)2[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)]/4UAA + A}
Depletion Range +0 < US  UP0 + UN0 = 2UP0 + 0   (21.40)

US = UGX - UFB - 2UAA{[1+(UGX-UFB- D)[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)]/UAA]1/2 1}

[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)]       0 US UGX-UFB

US = UGX - UFB + 2UAA{[1+(UGX-UFB- D)[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)]/UAA]1/2 + 1} 

[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)] UGX-UFB US 2UP0+ 0

Inversion Range US > UP0 + UN0 = 2UP0 + 0 (21.41)

US = 2UP0 + 0 + loge{(UGB UFB US)2[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)]/(4UII I)}
Exact iteration correction terms 
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A = 1  US [exp(+US) 1 US]exp(-2UP0- 0) (21.42)

 1  US

D = 1  exp( US) [exp(+US) 1 - US]exp(-2UP0- 0)} (21.43)

 1  exp( 2UP0)

I = 1 {(1+US)exp( 0) [US 1+exp( US)]exp(+2UP0)}exp[ (US 0)]   (21.44) 

 1 + US exp[ (US -2UP0- 0)]

UAA=qVAA/kT=(q/kT)( SqPIM/2CO2)=(PIM/1017)(XO/10nm)2×69.59285mV/(kT/q)

kT/q=25.5564mV at T=296.57K and ni=1.000×1010cm 3

215 Connections with the Inversion Charge and Threshold Voltage Models 

An important result, just recognized by Sah during this keynote manuscript preparation, is the fact 
that these fast convergent exact iteration formulas can provide the rigorous derivations of the two 
approximate models (threshold voltage and inversion charge models) because the first term of these 
formulas gives the linear relationship sought in the expansion to relate the gate voltage to the surface 
potential.  In addition, the dependencies of the quasi-Fermi potentials or the terminal voltages at the drain 
and source are also given in these exact fast-convergent iteration formulas. Thus, the nonlinear terms of 
these exact formulas lead naturally to the higher order corrections that could provide more accuracy to the 
threshold voltage and the inversion charge models while retaining their computation speeds. 

22 The MOSR and MOST Theory (The Current Equation)

The derivation of the DCIV (Direct Current Current-Voltage) equation of the MOS transistor is 
continued in this section.  The mathematical analysis of the 2-D (assuming wide transistor with no variation in the 
width-direction or z-direction so the 3-D is reduced to 2-D) MOS field-effect transistor was decomposed into two 1-
D problems.  The derivation of the 1-D MOSC Voltage-versus-Surface-Potential equation, VGB(US), was 
traced historically in the previous section.  The 1-D MOS Resistor (MOSR) or conductor (conflict of acronym 
to MOS Capacitor) is a modulation of the non-uniform (y-dependent) resistance by the applied gate voltage 
via changing the electrical conductance or carrier concentration at the silicon semiconductor surface of the 
SiO2/Si interface, the latter represented by the surface potential, US. Adding up the elemental resistances 
along the length of the surface channel between the source and drain regions gives the resistance of the 
MOS transistor RCH(US), or the terminal Current-versus-Surface Potential equation, ID(US).  The history of 
the derivation of this current equation is described in this section.  The two solutions, VGB(US) from 
section 21, and ID(US), are then combined to give the DC Current-Voltage (DCIV) equation by eliminating 
the surface-potential variable, US, via a variety of approximations in order to invert the implicit voltage 
equation VGB(US) to the explicit US(VGB).  The DCIV or current-voltage equation, ID(VGB,VDB,VSB),
consists of four terminals and three terminal voltages as the independent variables with the base terminal 
as the reference. In the previous section, we learned that the historical route followed increasing 
complexity in the derivation of the voltage equation, UGB(US), for the MOSC, later used in MOST (to be 
discussed in this section).  However, the exact formulation and rather detailed approximations of the 
MOSC or voltage equation had already been given in the analyses described by Garrett in 1955 [21] at 
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Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL) to explain and match-and-fit the surface field-effect conductance 
experiments in order to give a measure of the surface states or electronic traps at the semiconductor 
surface.  That was five years before the report on the first demonstration of the modern MOS transistor on 
silicon with stable thermally grown oxide [7] given by Kahng and Atalla in 1959-1960 at BTL [46,47] 
who also filed two patents on three different modes of operation of the MOST structure: by Kahng [48] on 
forward-biased mode and reverse-biased conventional MOST mode with doped p-channel and by Atalla 
[49] on space-charge-limited punch-through mode with intrinsic-base n-channel. 

220 General Theory
        (Origins and the History-Physics-Preferred Model Names)

In contrast to the derivations given in the history-bibliography articles of lesser mathematical rigor 
and fewer device-physics details, in this tutorial exposition of the MOS transistor compact modeling the 
derivation of the MOST output or drain current equation will be given some mathematical rigor, in the 
context of the Shockley Equations, in order to succinctly state and show by algebra the assumptions made 
in the 40+ years of analytical developments by the many transistor-theorists.  These compact models have 
been based on the analyses of the MOS transistor characteristics given by Sah and Pao at the start of the 
1960’s in the three models described in the three articles they published.  For ease of description, these 
were referred to at the end of the Voltage Equation subsection-21 as 1964-Sah [34], 1965-Sah-Pao [35] 
and 1966-Pao-Sah [36].  They were for long channels.  Some short channel effects in the long channel 
transistors of the 1960’s era were recognized, such as the longitudinal electric-field gradient, and they 
were mathematically analyzed and correlated to experiments by Sah and his postdoc and predoc 
collaborators in two other articles, in 1964-Reddi-Sah and 1968-Chiu-Sah.  These three long channel 
models were then approximated by Brews in 1978-Brews [40], described tutorially in 1981-Brews [50] 
and summarized in 1993-Arora [11], 1999-Tsividis [13] and 1981-Sze [51].  Some of Brews formulas 
were derived previously by Barron in 1972 [52] and simultaneously by Baccarani-Rudan-Spadini in 1978 
[53]. Most of Brews’ results were rigorously derived by Van de Wiele in 1979 [54] which has been 
referenced by the ten-author paper presented in this workshop [55] as the proofs of the approximations 
made by Brews [40].  Some of the 1978-Brews approximations were empirical-intuitive and most were 
device-physics based.

The following are the mathematical progressions and the assumptions made at each step. They 
began from the general 3-D time-dependent current equation of electrons (20.3) and holes (20.4).  These 
are simplified to (20.9) and (20.10) for the DC steady-state.  The two-mechanism and two-term (drift and 
diffusion) current equation is compacted into one with just one term, the gradient of the electrochemical 
potential or quasi-Fermi-potential [16,17] by the use of the exponential transformation or the 
Boltzmann Representation [8,9].  This one-term form was the basis of the 1966-Pao-Sah equation [36].  
It still contains both the drift and the diffusion currents of electrons and holes since it is the gradient of the 
electrochemical potential, and the latter contains both the concentration and the concentration gradient of 
the charged particles or charge carriers.  The model was further simplified to just one charge carrier type 
(electrons) in the surface channel, hence the term “unipolar” transistor, but in fact the presence of the other 
charge carrier type (holes) is responsible for many important but mostly undesirable electrical 
characteristics such as leakage current (increases standby power), generation of interface traps (noise) and 
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generation-charging of oxide traps (threshold voltage shifts) which all degrade the transistor performance.  

We shall consider electron channel on the p-type basewell of the n-MOST.  The two-term and one-
term electron current equations, (20.9), were the origin of the two treatments and models given by 1964-
Sah [34] and 1965-Sah-Pao [35] (the threshold voltage model), and 1966-Pao-Sah [36] (the surface 
potential model). From these, the inversion-charge model can also be derived. 

The 1966-Pao-Sah Equation

The 1966-Pao-Sah equation [36] can be obtained by integrating (20.9) in all three coordinates, first 
the cross-sectional area, dxdz, assuming no variation in z, then dy along the length of the channel between 
the source and the drain, y=0 to y=L.  The dxdz integrations give

IS = + ID = z xJNY(x,y)dxdz         (220.1)

 = + Z xqμn(x,y)N(x,y)[ VN(x,y)/ y]dx (220.2)

 + Z[ VN(y)/ y] xqμn(x,y)N(x,y)dx (220.3)

 + Z[ VN(y)/ y]μn-eff(y) xqN(x,y)dx (220.4)

In (220.1), ID and IS are the external currents flowing into drain and source terminals, where the 
negative sign of the double integral indicates that the electrons in the electron surface channel are flowing 
from the n+Source at y=0 to the n+Drain at y=L.  The dz integration is taken over the width of the 
channel, Z, which gives the multiplier Z in (220.2) since we assume no z-dependences.  The dx integration 
is from the SiO2/Si interface x=0+ to the remote boundary x=X .  The y-component of the electron 
current density, perpendicular to the cross-sectional area dxdz, given by (20.9), is substituted into (220.1) 
to give (220.2). 

The approximation from (220.2) to give (220.3) uses VN(x,y) VN(y), the x-independent electron 
quasi-Fermi potential. This was used to integrate the Poisson Equation described in the preceding section 
to give the MOSC Voltage Equation.  It is based on the gradual channel or long channel model first 
employed by Shockley for the junction-gate field-effect transistor in 1952 [19,20].  For the MOSFET, this 
long or graduate channel model assumes that the electron current is in parallel to the interface in the y-
direction JNY>>JNX 0.  Then the x-component of the electron current density vector (20.9) gives 

JNX(x,y) = -qμnN(x,y) VN(x,y)/ x 0 (220.5)

     or UN(x,y) = qVN(x,y)/kT  qVN(y)/kT = UN(y)   independent of x (220.6)

An effective mobility is used to give (220.4) from (220.3).  This was defined in 1964-Sah {Eq.(5) 
on p.330 of [34]} and given by (220.7) below.  It is the conductivity mobility averaged over the electron 
charge distribution in the x-direction perpendicular to the SiO2/Si interface from all the scattering 
mechanisms that randomize the electron velocity.  It is measurable as a function of the gate voltage at 
zero-voltage between the source and the drain, which was known as the field-effect mobility, but truly the 
conductivity mobility, from gd= ID/ VDS, in contrast to other mobilities, such as the Hall-Effect mobility 
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and the transconductance mobility, from gm= ID/ VGS, which was originally called the effective mobility
that also mixes in the effect of charged interface traps on the distortion of the transfer characteristics, ID-
VGB.  In compact model for device design, it is measured in a sample of transistors with a range of channel 
lengths in order to experimentally extract the parameters that are used to model the short channel effects. 

μn-eff(y) xμn(x,y)N(x,y)dx/ xN(x,y)dx μn           (220.7)

In the last definition above, we drop the –eff in the subscript of the field-effect mobility to simplify 
the notation with the x-averaging understood.  This average takes into account of the random scattering of 
the electrons distributed in the electron channel by surface and bulk charges and phonons, and by surface 
roughness first analyzed by Schrieffer in 1955 [22,56] (using random square potential wells as a crude representation 
of the higher order point charge distributions, that give dipole and multipoles from randomly displayed host ion cores at the 
interface, i.e. the Si+4 and O+2 screened by the core electrons, and by the valence electrons (dielectric screening), further 
screened by the inversion channel electrons (Debye screening)) which was later applied by Pierret and Sah to MOS 
transistors in 1968 [57].  The experimental surface-channel mobilities under strong inversion were first 
measured by Leistiko-Grove-Sah on MOS transistors in 1965 [58] and by Tschopp and Ning in great 
detail which was then analyzed by Ning to separate surface-phonon and oxide-charge scatterings [59].  
One of the frequently cited by the compact model developers was the 1980-Sun-Plummer surface electron 
mobility measurements [60].  In general, the mobility is used as a fitting parameter to match the theory to 
experimental measurements, usually at zero source-drain voltage, that is, the conductivity mobility, not the 
effective mobility which includes distortion from charged interface traps whose trapped charge density 
depends on band-bending or surface potential, US, that masks a measurement of the true surface mobility 
or the surface channel mobility alone.  

The differential equation (220.4) can be ‘solved’ by simply integrating in the y-direction from the 
source at y=YS=0 to y=YD=L, since the terminal currents IS and ID are independent of y.  Thus, 

ISdy = -ISL = + IDdy = +IDL

= y z xJNY(x,y)dxdzdy (220.8)

= +Z yμn(y)[ VN(y)/ y]dy xqN(x,y)dx (220.9)

The y-dependence of the effective or conductivity mobility comes from the hot carrier effect.  That  
is, the reduction of the mobility from the increase of the scattering rate of the electrons in the channel is 
due to energy loss to the optical phonons during each scattering of the electron by an optical phonon 
resulting in the emission or creation of an optical phonon whose energy is supplied by the electron kinetic 
energy gained from the accelerating electric field, or the voltage applied between the source and the drain 
terminals, while traveling along the y-direction from the source y=0 to the drain, y=L.  The kinetic energy 
transferred to optical phonon is dissipated by the vibration of silicon cores in the lattice as heat transferred 
to the surrounding or heat-sink by acoustic and optical phonons as heat diffusion.  The increase of the 
inelastic collision rate at higher electric field can be computed for the DC steady-state condition by the 
power balance equation, namely the power loss to optical phonon emission (Optical Phonon Energy 
divided by Optical-Phonon-Electron scattering time) o/ o is balanced by the power gained by the 
electron from acceleration in the electric field, which is the electron drift velocity (μnEY) times the electric 
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force (μnEY×qEY).  The maximum electron kinetic energy that can be gained is when it is equal to the 
optical phonon energy and immediately emits an optical phonon, KE=(me/2)(μnEY)2= o, giving a 
velocity and hence drain current saturation at drift=μnEY = (2 o/me)1/2  107cm/s.  {See sections 310 to 
314 on pp. 233 to 254 of 1991-Sah [8] for an elementary and pictorial description of drift mobility without 
the use of the Boltzmann transport equation; see also Chapters 8 and 11 of 1950-Shockley [16].}  So, in 
the velocity saturation range at high electric field, the mobility decreases inversely with the increasing 
electric field.  This is steady-state power-balance, not the commonly-erroneously called energy balance.  It 
is the electron kinetic energy threshold to generate an optical phonon with energy o.  It is the rate of 
energy gain balanced by the rate of energy loss at steady state, or steady-state power balance.  With this 
in mind, the solution given by (220.9) can be written as follows where μn is the effective mobility that 
takes into account of both the electron charge density variation in the x-direction perpendicular to the 
SiO2/Si interface and the hot electron reduction of the mobility or the hot electron effect in the high 
longitudinal electric field in the channel along the y direction parallel to the SiO2/Si interface. 

-IS = +ID = +(Z/L)μn y[ VN(y)/ y]dy xqN(x,y)dx (220.10)

Since the electron concentration was represented by the electric and quasi-Fermi potentials in the 
Boltzmann or Maxwellian-Boltzmann representation (for hot electrons with temperature Te), given by 
N=niexp[q(V VN)/kT] = niexp(U UN), and we have shown the conditions under which VN(x,y)=VN(y), so 
the 2-D integration in the (x,y) plane can be mapped to the [VN(y),V(x,y)] or (UN,U) plane, given by

-IS = +ID = +(Z/L)μn y VN xqN(U,UN) U/( U/ x) (220.11)

 = +(Z/L)qDnni yexp(-UN) UN xexp(U) U/(Fx/LDi)  1966-Pao-Sah          

  = +(Z/L)qDnniLDi yexp(-UN) UN xexp(U) U/Fx(U,UN)     (220.12)

where the normalized electric field Fx(U,UN) is given by (21.15).  Its value at the interface, (x=0,y), is 
given in a similar form, (21.25), where U(x=0,y)=US(y) and UN(x,y)=UN(y)=UN0(y).  This result is the 
1966-Pao-Sah equation [36], with which they had carried out the 2-D integration numerically using 
UN(y) UP(y) (y) to give the DCIV and C-V characteristics of the MOS transistor.

The Charge-Control Equation 

The charge-control equation can be written down directly from the 1966 Pao-Sah just derived, but 
we shall take an earlier step of the Pao-Sah derivation to obtain the Charge-Control differential equation, 
or the Inversion Charge Equation for the inversion charge density, defined by QN or QI and qi as used by 
some investigators.  Instead of the final 1966-Pao-Sah equation for the drain or source terminal current 
given by (220.12), we stop and divert at the end of the dxdz integration over the cross-sectional area 
before starting the integration dy along the channel from the source to the drain.  This was given by 
(220.4) which can be written in terms of the inversion charge density as follows, a differential equation in 
y or in the quasi-Fermi potential, qVN(y)/kT = UN(y) and (y)=UN(y) UP(y)

IS = + ID  + Z[ VN(y)/ y]μn-eff(y) xqN(x,y)dx              (220.4)
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               =  Z[ VN(y)/ y]μn(y)QN(y) (220.13)

where the electron charge or inversion charge density (areal charge density in Coulomb/cm2) is

      QN(y)  q xN(x,y)dx (220.14)

and the integration is carried from x=X =+  to the interface x=0.  Using an average mobility, the 
integration in dy recovers or gives the 1966-Pao-Sah (220.12) with the x-integration hidden in QN(VN,VS)
where VS=VS(VN) from the Voltage Equation solution, such as (21.16) and (21.17).

    -IS = + ID = -(Z/L)μn QN(VN,VS)dVN                            (220.15) 

The result given in (220.13) is in the form of the Charge Control Equation namely, Current = 
Charge divided by Characteristic Time, Ik = Qk/TQk at the k-th node.  The Charge Control approach for 
electron device modeling is well-known for more than five decades [61-63].  In this MOST case, Ik is the 
drain or source terminal current or channel current, the charge is the charge density times the area, given 
by QN(y)Z y, so the local characteristic time for a differential length of the channel y in (220.13) is

TQ(y)= y/|[ VN(y)/ y]μn(y)|        (220.16) 

which has the form of a length divided by a velocity, (L/μE), or it is the transit time at the position y 
through the channel length y.  For the entire channel, the total charge is Q= QN(y)Z y, and using the 
current given by (220.15), the characteristic time would be defined by ID=Q/TQ so that TQ Q/ID given 
below as the square of the distance travelled (drifted and diffused) divided by an averaged diffusivity or 
mobility, which is different from just adding up the differential time given by (220.16) through the 
channel length travelled y=0 to y=L.  For two other calculations giving the identical expression for the 
transit time and charge storage time of the carriers through the length of the channel, see 1991-Sah.  {See 
Equations (661.3) and (661.4) on page 579 of [8].}

TQ  Q/ID = L2/<Dn> = L2[ QNZdy/ μndVNQNZL]        (220.17) 

The charge control method has been used in electron device analysis for more than 50 years.  It 
employs the general relationships of ik = qk/tk, Ckj= qk/ vj, Gkj= ikj/ vj among the terminal and internal 
nodes of a device (denoted by j and k for the jth and kth nodes).  It was first introduced in 1957 to analyze 
bipolar junction transistors by Sparkes and Beaufoy of the British Telecommunication Research Ltd. In 
Taplow, Berkes, England. [61].  However, it was employed for decades previously to characterize 
photoconductors by Albert Rose and colleagues at the RCA Laboratories as stated in a comprehensive 
article by E. O. Johnson and Albert Rose of the RCA Laboratories in 1959 [62].  This RCA article 
included the analyses of unipolar and analog transistors [19,64-67], spacistor tetrodes (1957 Statz and 
colleagues at Raytheon), vacuum tubes, beam deflection tubes, and bipolar transistors [16,17].  An in-
depth tutorial analysis of charge transport and charge-controlled (differential) small-signal equivalent 
circuit elements was given by Middlebrook in 1959 [63] for vacuum devices (diodes, triodes, tetrodes and 
pentodes; see Johnson-Rose for beam deflection or cathode ray tubes) and for semiconductor devices (m/n Schottky 
barrier diode, p/n junction diode, and n/p/n bipolar junction transistor [16,17]).  Thus, the 3-word compound name 
“Charge Control Model” is the history and physics most-appropriate name for these MOS transistor 
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compact model developers, in addition to its match to the 3-word name “Surface Potential Model”
employed by the second group of MOS transistor compact model developers.  However, “Inversion
Charge Model” is probably more suitable for the MOS transistors in view of its special focus on the 
minority carrier charges in the surface layer or channel because these minority carriers are the very ones 
which would invert the conductivity type of the surface layer to the type opposite to that of the 
semiconductor bulk, if the minority carrier concentration at the surface is higher than that of the majority 
carriers, NS N(x=0,y)  PS P(x=0,y) for the p-type basewell or body of the nMOS transistor.  Below this 
inversion condition, the surface is not inverted, but the current is still carried by the trying-to-invert  
minority carriers, electrons, since they are “injected” or “emitted” by the n+Source, and collected by the p-
basewell-channel/n+Drain junction collector, just like that of the bipolar junction transistor [16,17].

The Two-Term (Drift and Diffusion) Four-Component Equation 

We shall next derive the second form of the fundamental current equation of the MOST in which 
the drift and diffusion currents appear as separate terms.  This was recently called the four-component 
model in 1996-Sah [41] which provided a rigorous 2-D analysis to include both the 2-D terms and also the 
nonlinear 1-D terms, such as the longitudinal field gradient (commonly call the lateral field gradient, 
definitely a misnomer).  This 2-term solution was well-known since the first analysis of the diffusion 
current in the subthreshold range of MOST reported in 1972-Barron [52].   This two-term approach is also 
the very one that led to the differential equation of the inversion charge model for the MOST.

From the electron current density vector of the Shockley Equation (20.9), repeated below, the y-
component of the electron current in the channel is given by (220.18).  [μn(x,y), Dn(x,y), V(x,y), N(x,y)] 

JN = + qμnNE + qDn N = - qμNN VN = - qDNN UN (20.9)

JNy =  qμnN(x,y) V(x,y)/ y + qDn N(x,y)/ y (220.18)

To give the total or terminal current, this is integrated over its entire cross-sectional area, z xdxdz :

-IS  = +ID = z xJNY(x,y)dxdz          (220.19) 

= + z xqμnN(x,y)[ V(x,y)/ y]dxdz - z xqDn[ N(x,y)/ y]dxdz         (220.20) 
= +Z xqμnN(x,y)[ V(x,y)/ y]dx  - Z xqDn[ N(x,y)/ y]dx         (220.21) 

= +Z xqμnN(x,y)[ V(x,y)/ y]dx  + ZDn-eff(y)[ QN(y)/ y]         (220.22) 

where the effective electron diffusivity is similarly defined as the effective mobility given by (220.7), i.e. 
averaged over the x-distribution of the electron concentration.  Therefore, if the Maxwellian energy-
distribution is used with an electron temperature, exp(-Ek/kTe), the Einstein relationship could be used, 
Dn-eff/μn-eff=(kTe/q).  Thus far, the result is exact in the context of the assumptions made to obtain (220.18).
However, it seems that further simplification is not possible since we cannot assume an x-independent 
electric potential gradient or y-component of the electric field in the drift current term, i.e., V(x,y)/ y

V(y)/ y. Nevertheless, as shown by 1996-Sah [41], an exact 2-D analytical 2-component solution of the 
drift current term can be obtained by partial integration and by using the solution of the Poisson equation 
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given by (21.7) to (21.17).  This exact 2-component drift-current solution was bench-marked against the 
original 1966-Pao-Sah double-integral solution [36] and also tested against two compact-models derived 
by Jie and Sah recently [42,43,45] with reasonable accuracy (~1% up to 6% deviations).   

The common practice of the compact model community has been the use of Brews charge-sheet 
approximation [40], with an intuitive justification or a premature assumption on the dominance of the 
inversion electron charge or depleted hole charge [52-54] which could be improved by a slightly more 
rigorous derivation as follows. Assuming that the electron charge density is a delta function at the SiO2/Si
interface, qN(x,y) = QN(x,y) (x) or a very thin charge sheet, then the x-integration in the drift current 
term of (220.22) can be carried out to give the following results.  However, there is no need to impose the 
Brews charge-sheet or delta-function approximation for the diffusion current in the second term of 
(220.22) although it is also a common practice.  This gives the theoretical basis for the experimental 
determination of the mobility and diffusivity separately: mobility in the slightly above threshold range and 
diffusivity in the subthreshold range.  The results listed below show that the effective mobility is also 
defined differently than (220.7), i.e. it is the value at x=0 rather than averaged over N(x,y).  Therefore the 
Einstein relationship between thermal equilibrium mobility and diffusivity at any location (x,y) can no 
longer be used for the effective mobility and diffusivity defined below.  It could be more convenient for 
compact modeling and for effective mobility and diffusivity extraction from experimental data to use the 
delta function for the diffusion current term also, so that Dn-eff = (kT/q)μn-eff and the approximate thin 
charge-sheet equation, (220.26) given below,  is obtained. 

ID = +Z xqμn(x,y)N(x,y)[ V(x,y)/ y]dx + ZDn-eff(y)[ QN(y)/ y] (220.23)

  = -Z xμn(x,y)QN(x,y) (x)[ V(x,y)/ y]dx + ZDn-eff(y)[ QN(y)/ y] (220.24)

 = -Zμn-eff(y)[ V(0,y)/ y]QN(0,y) + ZDn-eff(y)[ QN(y)/ y] (220.25)

= -Zμn-eff(y)[ V(0,y)/ y]QN(y) + Z(kT/q)μn-eff(y)[ QN(y)/ y]     (220.26) 

= -Zμn-eff(y){[ V(0,y)/ y]QN(y) + (kT/q)[ QN(y)/ y]}  (220.27) 

This is a first order linear differential equation of the form (dy/dx) + P(x)y = Q(x) that can be 
solved using the integrating factor, exp( P(x)dx.  The textbook solution is {H. B. Dwight, Tables of Integrals and 
Other Mathematical Data, MacMillan, NY, 1947, p.205, Section 891.1.}

      ID/ZDn-eff(y)  =  -( US/ y)QN(y) + QN(y)/ y (220.28)

ID/[ZDn-eff( US/ y)] = - QN + QN/ US (220.29)

       QNLexp(-USL)  QN0exp(-US0)

= (ID/Z) dUS{exp(-US)/[Dn-eff(dUS/dy)]}         (220.30) 

The last form is a general charge control solution of the charge sheet model without any 
additional approximations.  The integral enables the inclusion of the hot carrier or high electric field 
effects on the mobility and diffusivity using the Maxwellian distribution with a hot carrier temperature 
that would extend the Einstein relationship to hot carriers.  Several approximations to the surface electric 
field dUS/dy=(dUs/dUNP)×(dUNP/dy), derived in the previous section on MOSC, have been used by earlier 
[40,52-54] and recent [55] authors to evaluate the integral between the source, US(y=0) = US0, and drain, 
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US(y=L) = USL.

The three MOST compact models, Threshold Voltage Model, Charge Control Model (or 
Inversion Charge Model), and Surface Potential Model, all originated from these two general
solutions, (220.15) without and (220.30) with the charge-sheet approximation.  However, some of the 
earliest derivations of the drift current that gave the first threshold voltage models had used shortcuts 
instead of the general approach given above.  We shall now discuss these earlier and later models. 

221 First Generation Threshold-Voltage and Surface Potential Models 
        (Drift-Current-Only Charge-Control Model with Constant Bulk Charge) 
        (Parabolic DCIV Equation) 

The analysis to describe the DC current-voltage (DCIV) of the MOS transistor began using the 
electron-channel or n-channel on a p-Si (p-type Silicon substrate or body or basewell) by ignoring the hole 
current (20.10) and solving the electron current density equation (20.9) 

JN = + qμnNE + qDn N = -qμNN VN = -qDNN UN        (20.9)

in one dimension along the length (y) of the surface channel without the diffusion current

    JNY =  qμnN(x,y) V(x,y)/ y                                  (221.1)

The drain terminal current is then given by
    ID = - JNYdxdz = -Z JNYdx = +Z qμnNdx( V/ y)       (221.2)

 +ZμnS qNdx( V/ y)  (221.3) 

 +ZμnS( VS/ y) qNdx  -ZμnS( VS/ y)QN(y)        (221.4) 

     = +ZμnS( VS/ y)CO(VGB – VS – VFB) (221.5)

where the inversion charge, QN(y) in (221.4), is obtained by the 1-D Gauss Law
     0 = QOX + QOT + QIT + QS                                    (221.6) 

       = QOX + QOT + QIT + q (P – N – PIM)dx (221.7)

       = QOX + QOT + QIT + q (P - PIM)dx - q Ndx (221.8A)

       = QOX + QOT + QIT + QB   + QN                     (221.8B) 

 Co(VGB – VFB - VS) + QN                     (221.9) 

    VFB = -(QOX + QOT + QIT + QB)/CO = constant  f(VS,V)        (221.10)

The MOST current differential equation, (221.5), can be solved by integration along y from the source, 
y=0 and VS(y=0)=VS0, to the drain, y=L and VS(y=L)=VSL, giving the parabolic DCIV equation of the 
MOST for the surface potential model (SP) and the threshold voltage model (TV) respectively as follows. 
ID = (Z/L)(μnSCO/2) (VGB – VFB0 – VS0)2 – (VGB – VFBL – VSL)2 SP        (221.11)

ID (Z/L)(μnSCO/2) (VGB – VTS – VSB)2 – (VGB – VTD – VDB)2 TV       (221.12) 

To get the threshold voltage equation, (221.12), the approximations of VSL=VDB VDbuilt-in and 
VS0=VSB VSbuilt-in are made in (221.11) since the diffusion current is not considered.
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The surface potential (SP) model equation of the drain current, (221.11), is a new form, obtained 
from the known general solution including bulk-charge and diffusion current. It is included here just for 
this historical review in order to generalize the presentation.  It shows all the desired features sought by 
the compact model developers during the last decade, for examples, (i) it is completely symmetrical with 
respect to the source and drain, regardless of the physical asymmetry such as different impurity 
concentrations between the drain and source boundaries, and (ii) it does not have the difficulties associated 
with the threshold voltage model, (221.12), which are described below.  However, the SP model equation 
given by (221.11) is not an explicit equation relating the current to the terminal voltages, but rather to the 
surface potentials at the drain and source boundaries, which must be computed from another implicit 
equation between the applied gate, drain and source voltages and the surface potential at the source and 
the drain boundaries which was derived and given in the MOSC section by inverting the implicit 
relationship, VGB(US), to give US(VGB), such as (21.16) and (21.17). 

There have been three troubles in the result given by the threshold voltage model (221.12).  (1) It 
implies a negative differential resistance or decreasing ID when VSB =0 and VDB > VDBsat = VGB VTD (or 
the source output bias configuration VDB=0 and VSB > VSBsat = VGB  VTS) after ID reaches the peak IDsat at 
VDB = VDBsat = VGB VTD.  Actually, it does not decrease and it does not give a negative differential 
resistance (first noted by Shockley during his invention analysis of the JGFET [19], cited by him as an entry in his Bell 
Laboratory patent notebook).  Instead, the drain or channel current stays at the maximum value, independent of 
further increase of VDB.  The underlying physics is that the minority or channel carriers are swept to the 
drain by the drain electric field EY from the applied drain voltage VDB, and this region becomes depleted 
of carriers, QN(y YD)=0, and hence can no longer influence the minority carrier concentration, which is 
now completed controlled by the voltage applied between the gate and the source terminal which lowers 
the source/base junction’s diffusion potential barrier. (2) A second trouble occurs if the source and drain 
are not identical (in dopant impurity concentration and oxide thickness) so that the local threshold voltages 
are not equal or VTD VTS.  Then ID 0 when VDB=0 and VSB=0 or VDB=VSB=0 or VDS=0.  This again 
comes from ignoring the diffusion current which produces a diffusion barrier or build-in potential 
difference in the source and drain p/n junctions. Including this diffusion-barrier difference between the 
source and drain p/n junctions in their threshold voltages referred to the drain and source, the threshold 
voltage difference is then eliminated, giving VTD=VTS, and ID=0 when VDB=VSB.  This is known as the 
Gummel Symmetry condition. [See also the 1991-Sah [8] p.586, Equations (663.1), (663.2A) and 
(663.2B) for switching transient calculations of MOST inverter circuits.]  The correct answer, after the 
fact, is VTD = VTS = VFBL + VDbuild-in  = VFB0 + VSbuild-in, which may seem contradictory to well-known 
experimental fact for physically asymmetrical transistors, but indeed correct for this formula which applies 
to strong inversion because the channel current in strong inversion approaches independence of dopant 
impurity concentration or bulk charge when the gate-voltage induced channel charge dominates, 
| QN|>>| QB| and we have ignored both the channel drift current in the weak inversion range that is 
strongly affected (depressed) by the bulk charge as shown by 1965-Sah-Pao [35] and the channel diffusion 
current in the subthreshold range which was analyzed by later authors using the 1966-Pao-Sah double 
integral formulation [36] and the 1996-Sah exact formulation [41]. 

We now give the historical developments of the theory.  The initial descriptions of the 
experimental measurements and mathematical derivation of the DCIV characteristics of the MOST was 
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given by Dawon Kahng at the June 1960 IRE-AIEE Solid-State Device Research Conference in 
Pittsburgh.  These results were covered in a Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL) Memorandum for file 
written by Kahng [47] dated January 16, 1961.  The analysis was limited to the drift current, (221.1), 
while his MOSC analysis was more advanced, following the formulation given by 1955-Garrett (of BTL) 
[21].  However, Kahng deleted the bulk-charge term QB in (221.8B) by assuming strong inversion so that 
the electron density is much higher than the bulk charge density, |QN| | q Ndx| >> |QB|=|q (P PIM)dx|.
The high concentrations of electrons are assumed to reside in a very thin sheet at the SiO2/Si interface, 
qN(x,y)=QN(x,y) x which later, in 1978, was called by Brews, also a member of the BTL, the charge-
sheet model [40], which has been known as Brews Charge-Sheet model by all subsequent investigators. 

There were two additional simplifications of this charge-sheet assumption: (i) the electron mobility 
μn(x,y) is  taken as its value  the interface μn(x=0,y) μnS(y), giving (221.3) and (ii) only the electric field 
Ey= V(x=0,y)/ y in the y-direction at the SiO2/Si, x=0, matters, and it can be taken out of the x-
integration as a delta-function at x=0,  as illustrated by (221.4) and assumes the value at the interface, x=0 
labeled by subscript S, show in (221.4).  These assumptions gave the simple differential equation (221.5) 
which can be integrated along the length of the channel to give the parabolic DCIV equation of the MOST 
shown in (221.11) as a function of the surface potential at the source y=0, VS0, and at the drain y=L, VSL.
A drastic but good approximation was made by assuming a proportionality between the surface electric 
potential and the surface electron and hole quasi-Fermi potentials or the voltages applied to the drain and 
source terminals relative to the body or basewell terminal.  This reduces (221.11) to (221.12).  The 
approximation (221.12) fails when the drain voltage is higher than the gate voltage, VDB > VGB VTD. The 
additional or excess drain voltage drains out all the electrons and creates a depleted carrier space-charge 
region surrounding the n+Drain/p-body p/n junction, where the proportionality of the electron quasi-Fermi 
potential and the electric potential is no longer maintained, as they are in the channel region between the 
source and the drain junctions. 

Kahng’s analysis was followed by a much simplified and elementary distributed resistance-
capacitor analysis given by Hofstein and Heiman of the RCA Laboratories which was reported in a 
September 1963 article [68].  This  included also only the drift current without the bulk charge and the 
experiments were made on Silicon.  The description gave the induced and doped channel transistors, 
defined the depletion mode and enhancement mode operations, and also the current saturation phenomena 
as the drain voltage is increased to above the gate voltage causing the decrease and depletion of the 
electrons near the drain.  Then, Ihantola and Moll gave a analyses made by Ihantola in his Stanford PhD 
thesis dated September 1961 [69] and published three years later [70], including only drift current.  The 
theory did not include the diffusion current but the bulk charge was included, to be analyzed in the next 
section.  Only the input and output capacitances were computed based on the differential capacitance 
model of the total change of charge or total charge flow into a terminal, q (measurable by an integrating 
current-electrometer), when a small voltage change V (such as a voltage step) is applied between the 
terminal and a reference terminal, C= q/ V.

A detailed description was given by Sah in 1964 [34] for the drift current and strong inversion 
range.  Some thirty concepts of the MOST analysis and operation were discussed or proposed, including 
picking the MOS transistor name (MOST without the FET), the terms source, gate and drain borrowed 
from the Junction Gate field effect transistors (JGFET) described by Shockley [19,64-66], the spatial 
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variation of the quasi-Fermi potentials first described by Shockley in 1949 for p/n junctions and bipolar 
junction transistors [16,17] and computed by Sah in 1966 for symmetrical abrupt and linear graded p/n 
junctions [71], and 1-D energy band versus x-direction.  The three-dimensional constant energy surfaces 
was given also in the 1964 Sah description [34], following Sah’s 1961-1962 studies on the effects of 
surface recombination and channel on p/n junction and transistor characteristics [37,38] which was 
modeled after Brown’s 1953 description of electron potential energy surface in a n/p/n transistor with a 
surface channel [18].  These 3-D constant energy surfaces [34] were particularly helpful in describing 
pictorially the geometric features of the MOST operation, including the pinch-off of the electrical channel 
thickness and the shortening of the channel after pinch-off or drain current saturation, the use of the term 
threshold voltage and its definition, the analyses of the bulk charge which was then assumed constant or 
voltage independent to give the simple parabolic current voltage characteristics. The 1964-Sah paper [34] 
also computed and illustrated in figures the voltage dependences of the intrinsic small-signal capacitances.  
This parabolic current-voltage and small-signal charge control parameter model was used in the initial 
version of the Berkeley SPICE by Nagel and Pederson in 1973 [72,73].  (See also the excellent review by 
Narain Arora in his 1993 book [11].) 

222 Second Generation Threshold Voltage and Surface Potential Models 
       (Drift-Current-Only Charge-Control Model with Spatially Varying Bulk Charge)
       (Un-parabolic DCIV Equation) 

The bulk impurity ions in the surface space-charge layer reduce the inversion-layer charge induced 
by the voltage applied to the gate, hence lower the drain current.  The common assumption QN q Ndx
>> QB q (PIM  P)dx is not made, and all terms in QS are retained.  From (221.6) and (221.7) repeated 
below,

0 = QOX + QOT + QIT + QS                                     (221.6) 
       = QOX + QOT + QIT + q (P – PIM – N)dx                       (221.7) 

 QOX + QOT + QIT +      QB + QN
we get 
   ID = - JNYdxdz = -Z JNYdx = +Z qμn( yV/ y)Ndx         (222.1)

+ZμnS ( yV/ y)qNdx {Next use Brews charge-sheet QN(x) (x).}       (222.1A1) 
 +ZμnS ( yV/ y)[-QN(x) (x)]dx -ZμnS( VS/ y)QN(y)       (222.1A2) 

   = +ZμnS( VS/ y) [CO(VGB – VFB – VS) + QB]       (222.1A3) 

+ZμnS( VNP/ y)[CO(VGB – VT – VNP) + QB]       (222.1A4) 

where the bulk charge term can be approximated by the three-layer approximation first used for MOSC by 
1964-Sah [29] and then by 1965-Sah-Pao for Si MOSTs [35].  Using (21.14) and (21.15) for the x-
component of the electric field, EX= V/ x= (kT/q)( U/ x), the three-layer approximation gave 
QB = -q (PIM – P)dx = q PIM[1-exp(-U)] xU/( xU/ x)     (222.2) 

 -qPIM(x1 + x2 + x3)          (222.3) 

  = -(2 SkTPIM)1/2×[e 1(2UF+1+UNP) 1/2+ 2(2UF-1+UNP) 1/2+(2UF-3+UNP)1/2] (222.4)

where x1 is the inversion layer thickness, x2 is the transition layer thickness between the inversion and 
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depletion layer, and x3 is the depletion layer thickness.  This approximation is obviously not good near 
flatband US=0 and when the n+Drain/p-Body or n+Source/p-Body junction is forward-biased UNP<0.  The 
1-layer surface potential charge-sheet approximation given by 1978-Brews [40] empirically and its 
compact model simplification are given by: 
   QB = -q (PIM – P)dx = q PIM[1-exp(-U)] xU/( xU/ x)          (222.5)

 -(2 SkTPIM)1/2(US-1)1/2  1978-Brews Approximation [40]                      (222.6)

 -(2 SkTPIM)1/2(US-0)1/2  Compact Model Simplification                      (222.7)

A origin of the “-1” term guessed by 1978-Brews can be deduced a little more rigorously by 
noting that this is equivalent to replacing the three terms in last square-root of (222.4) by two terms from 
the main surface space-charger layer given in the square-root of (222.6): (US  1)  (2UF  3 + UNP) or 
US = (2UF  2)  UPN.  This is a familiar expression of the p/n junction theory, showing a build-in or 
diffusion barrier height of 2UF  2 at both the drain and source p/n junctions.  This simple result does not 
seem to take into account of the dopant impurity profile differences between the source and the drain 
junction and the variation of the basewell-channel impurity concentration from the source to the drain, but 
indeed it could as shown below.  Furthermore, the finite thicknesses of the inversion layer, x1, and the 
boundary between the inversion and depletion layers, x2, are not evident.  A more bothersome point is that 
the effects of the applied voltages to the drain and source junctions are no longer explicitly evident but are 
imbedded in the surface potentials at the drain and source boundaries as indicated below. 

An important result in the three-layer charge-sheet approximation (222.6) given by 1965-Sah-Pao 
[35], is the voltage dependence of the inversion layer thickness, x1  (2UF+1+UNP)-1/2, which decreases 
with increasing reverse biased (UNP=UDB 0) applied between the n+Drain and p-Basewell.  If the 
inversion layer thickness is defined electrically as the point in space where the electron surface 
concentration is equal to the p-type dopant impurity concentration, N(x=XINV) = PIM, then the inversion or 
electron channel indeed thins down to zero (XINV=0) at a given gate voltage, UGB, when the reverse-biased 
drain voltage, UDB, is increased to a value equal to or large than that given by US = 2UF+UNP = 2UF+UDB

or UDB  US  2UF.  The value of this surface potential, is determined by both the applied gate and drain 
voltages, as given by the general solution (21.16) and (21.17), and the self-consistent solution (21.24) and 
(21.25) repeated below, where the quasi-Fermi potentials are obtained from the exact remote charge 
neutrality condition. 

UGB – UFB - US = UOX = 2(UII)1/2 × FSI(US,UP0,UP ,UN0,UN )              (21.16) 
(FSI)2 = +[exp(-US)+(+US – 1)exp(-UP0 + UP )]exp(+UP0)
        +[exp(+US)+(-US – 1)exp(+UN0 – UN )]exp(-UN0)         (21.17) 
(x= ,y) = 0 = q[P(x= ,y) – N(x= ,y) – PIM]   (21.18) 

P(x= ,y)×N(x= ,y) = ni2exp[UPN(x= ,y)] ni2exp(UPN ) ni2exp(- )      (21.19) 
P(x= ,y) = ni{[(PIM/2ni)2 + exp(UPN )]1/2 +(PIM/2ni)}         (21.20)

= niexp[+UP(x= ,y)] = niexp[+UP(y)] niexp(+UP )          (21.21) 
N(x= ,y) = ni{[(PIM/2ni)2 + exp(UPN )]1/2 -(PIM/2ni)} (21.22)

 = niexp[-UN(x= ,y)] = niexp[-UN(y)] niexp(-UN )          (21.23) 
(FSI)2 = {+ [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)]exp(+UP )
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+ [exp(+US) + (-US – 1)]exp(-UP - ) } (21.24)
= {+ [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)]

        + [exp(+US) + (-US – 1)]exp(-2UP - )}exp(+UP ) (21.25)

Integrating the current (222.1A4) along the y-axis from the source to the drain using (222.4) or 
(222.6) for QB, we then obtain respectively the bulk-charge depressed parabolic DCIV equation for the 
threshold voltage or the surface potential models listed below. 

Threshold Voltage Model 

ID=(Z/L)μnS(CO/2) (VGB – VT – VSB)2 – (VGB – VT – VDB)2

-(Z/L)μnS(2q SPIM)1/2(2/3)× (VDB+2VF–3kT/q)3/2 –(VSB+2VF-3kT/q)3/2

-(Z/L)μnS(2q SPIM)1/2(kT/q)×

{+(2/e) (VDB+2VF + kT/q)1/2 –(VSB+2VF + kT/q)1/2

+(2 2) (VDB+2VF - kT/q)1/2 –(VSB+2VF - kT/q)1/2} (222.8)

(Z/L)μnS(CO/2) (VGB – VT – VSB)2 – (VGB – VT – VDB)2

-(Z/L)μnS(2q SPIM)1/2(2/3) × (VDB+2VF)3/2 – (VSB+2VF)3/2

-(Z/L)μnS(2q SPIM)1/2[(2/e)+2 2]× (VDB+2VF)1/2 – (VSB+2VF)1/2 (kT/q)  (222.8A) 

Surface Potential Model 

ID = (Z/L)μnS(CO/2) (VGB – VFBL – VSL)2 – (VGB – VFB0 – VS0)2 (222.9)

 -(Z/L)μnS(2/3)(2q SPIM)1/2 (VSL – kT/q)3/2 – (VS0 – kT/q)3/2

ID  (Z/L)μnS(CO/2) (VGB – VFBL – VSL)2 – (VGB – VFB0 – VS0)2         (222.9A) 

 -(Z/L)μnS(2/3)(2q SPIM)1/2 (VSL – V L)3/2 – (VS0 – V 0)3/2

The threshold voltage equation, (222.8), has the same discontinuity difficulties of (221.12), the 
voltage-independent bulk-charge solution. The surface potential equation, (222.9), is free of these 
difficulties and also terminal- or circuit-symmetric for physically asymmetrical source and drain if Brews 
empirical choice of V L = V 0 = (kT/q) is replaced by 0. 

A simpler bulk-charge effect in the threshold-model is given in (222.8A) in which the 3kT/q and 
±kT/q terms are dropped.  It shows that the two terms from the inversion and transition layers, X1 and X2,
gives less than 16% contribution, [(2/e)+2 2](kT/q) = 3.564(kT/q) compared with (2/3)2VF= (2/3)2
(kT/q)loge(PIM/ni)=(4/3)7loge(10)(kT/q)=21.490(kT/q) for PIM/ni = 1017/1010 or 19% for 1018/1010. This is a 
substantial contribution and should not be dropped in comparison with that from the depletion layer, X3.

Historically, the bulk-charge contribution was first analyzed by W. L. Brown at the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories under the direction of Shockley in 1953.  {See acknowledgement at the end of the 1953-
Brown article [18] in which the 1953-Brown-Shockley theory was described in detail.}  This pioneering 
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1953-Brown-Shockley theoretical work was based on concepts introduced by Shockley including quasi-
Fermi-potentials [16,17], carrier-depleted space-charge-layer [17] and depletion charge or the bulk-charge 
[17], the inversion layer and inversion charge, and a most relevant concept to the compact model 
developers, the pinch-off voltage or the applied drain voltage at which the carriers in the channel is 
depleted, with a quantitative definition given by Eq.(7) in [18], US = UDB-UP +loge(UDB-sat-UDB+1), 
which is the basis of the inversion-charge model.  In the 1953-Brown-Shockley analyses [18], the 
thickness of the inversion layer was also obtained which is the first layer of the three layer model for the 
bulk charge used by 1965-Sah [35]. The 1953-Brown-Shockley analyses were carried further and in great 
detail by Garrett in 1955 as described in 1955-Garrett [21] for several experimental field-effect 
measurement conditions and structures which were described in the previous section on the MOSC 
Voltage Equation.  The application of this bulk charge analysis to the DCIV characteristics of the MOS 
transistor was first made by Kahng in 1961 [47] in which he attributed the derivation to Atalla, rather than 
the earlier result of 1953-Brown-Shockley [18] and 1956-Garratt [21].  However, when solving the current 
equation to give the DCIV characteristics, Kahng dropped the bulk-charge term for simplicity.  The first 
inclusion of the bulk charge term was made by Ihantola in his 1961 Stanford PhD thesis under the 
direction of John Moll which was published in 1964 [69,70].  Ihantola-Moll gave a neat derivation of the 
bulk charge, (VDS+2VF)3/2 (2VF)3/2 , making it so easy to see without the multiple –(kT/q), but also, most 
important(ly) avoids two of the problems of the threshold voltage model (drain source asymmetry and 
imaginary value at low voltage in high resistivity substrate when 2VF=2(kT/q)loge(PIM/ni) < 
multiple×(kT/q) and when VDS is near zero.  A comprehensive device-physics-based analysis of the bulk-
charge term for the threshold voltage model was given by 1965-Sah-Pao [35] in which the softened and 
bulk-charge-shifted turn-off of the ID-VGB characteristics due to bulk-charge alone (no diffusion) was 
demonstrated and analyzed {Fig.3(b) in [35]} with a bulk-charge-shifted threshold-voltage defined for the 
first time which was immediately taken up in SPICE-1 to give a better-model SPICE-2 [11,12,72,73]. The 
softening was not recognized in the first compact model analysis of the MOST characteristics made in 
1972-Barron [52] which had a rather small bulk-charge softening and large diffusion-current softening due 
to the very low substrate concentration (PIM=2.5x1015cm-3 without ion implantation) and very thick gate 
oxide (1400Å) of the earliest technology (see Fig. 8 of [52]).  The bulk charge depressment of the drift and 
diffusion currents have been included in all subsequent theoretical analyses for compact models.       

223 Third Generation Threshold Voltage and Surface Potential Models 
(Drift and Diffusion Currents with Spatially Varying Bulk Impurity Charge)    

Diffusion current was first included in the 1966-Pao-Sah analysis [36] in search of a mathematical 
and device-physics formulation to account for the negative conductance beyond the peak drain current-
voltage characteristics in the drift-current-only threshold-voltage models, given in the first-generation, 
(221.12), which did not include bulk charge, and in the second generation, (222.8) and (222.8A), which 
included the bulk charge.  The theoretical negative conductance in the threshold-voltage  models was 
indicated by the theoretical drain current reaching a peak and then decreasing as the drain voltage is 
increased beyond the gate voltage, VDS>VDS-sat VGS–VGT where VGT includes the bulk-charge 
contribution.  This theoretical negative conductance was first discovered in the JFET theory worked out by 
Shockley in 1951 [19] which he entered in his Bell Labs notebook anticipating patent filing for negative 
resistance signal generation source applications. {Private conversation with Shockley in 1958 (See also [33].) and told 
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by him in several of his articles on transistor invention history as one of his two mistakes in transistor theory, the other, the
Zener tunneling instead of interband-impact electron-hole-pair generation mechanisms for current divergence in p/n junction at 
breakdown voltage.  (See [33], also section 536 on pp.441-450 of 1991-Sah’s sophmore textbook [8].)  As a student of 
Shockley, this author also made transistor physics errors at the early age (like teacher like student but one more than teacher at 
least to his knowledge as of this moment).  One was the use of the  high-level boundary condition to solve the p/n diode I-V 
characteristics; an algebraic error led to the incorrect asymptotic formula at low level and the wrong diffusivity given in the
appendix of 1957-SNS [33] which was later pointed out by Jean Hoerni, the planar fame, [33b].  The second young-person 
confusion was the description of the drain saturation current in 1966-Pao-Sah [36], given by Sah not the poor-PhD-student Pao, 
not the physics, but the mathematics of not recognizing that US saturates as VDS >> VDS-sat VGB VT, which (US saturation) 
were repeated pointed out by several recent compact modeling authors using it as the lead figure in their articles on 
“compacting” the models [55].  The third was the 20041130@1243 realization by Sah [34], told by Zhou to Sah, of the 
imaginary electric field of the 1965-Sah-Pao [35] formula near flatband, and its earlier 2002-GildenblacAndrew empirical 
correction [32c] and the 2004-Sah response with the physics-based self-consistent solution given by (21.18) to (21.23) to 
correct this mistake.}  The 1964-1965 story was that the cause of the negative conductance in the MOST ID-
VD curve beyond VDB>VDBsat was known to be due to the reduction of the electron-number or electron-
charge density to zero at the drain/channel boundary when VDS reaches VDS-sat [34,35].  However, the 
inclusion of the diffusion current given by 1966-Pao-Sah [36], in such a neat-looking but hard-to-compute 
double integral (220.9)-(220.12),  elucidated a transient euphoria that masked the realization that diffusion 
current was not the physics-answer of the negative conductance, but rather the use of the voltage equation 
VGB(US,VNP ,VDB,VSB) to compute the surface potential US needed in the ID(US,VNP ,VDB,VSB) double 
integration that eliminated the negative conductance.  This surface-potential approach prevented the 
inversion charge particle-number at the drain/channel boundary, y=YD<L, from becoming negative, i.e., –
QN/q= Ndx<0.  If the voltage equation, VGB(US) given by (21.16) and (21.17), were used in the first-
generation bulk-charge-less MOST model by 1964-Sah [34] and bulk-charge MOST model by 1965-Sah-
Pao [35], then the negative conductance trouble would have been resolved in 1964-1965. 

The transport through the depleted (or nearly depleted) space-charge layer at the drain/channel 
boundary is still due to drift, but in high field with drift velocity saturation at high fields or high excess 
drain voltages, VDS – VDS-sat, as discussed in both the 1965-Sah-Pao [35] and the 1966-Pao-Sah [36] 
articles, rather than diffusion that was thought to serve current continuity.  Nevertheless, the 1966-Pao-Sah 
[36] formulation included diffusion and gave the double-integral solution for the drain current and has 
served as the benchmark for checking the accuracy of new compact models. 

 For this section in which we want to provide an analysis for the diffusion current, we will go to 
the 1-D form of the original 2-term electron current density equation (20.9), instead of manipulating the 
two general 1-D 1-term solutions, (220.25) and (220.30), to recover the diffusion current, as some authors 
have done [40,50-55] as the starting or subsidiary starting point.  We shall follow the tutorial route of the 
previous sections, by analyzing the diffusion current term, for example, in (220.28) that was unnecessarily 
simplified and limited from the use of Brews’ charge-sheet approximation, or (220.23) without the charge-
sheet approximation.  In either case, the charge-sheet only restricted the diffusivity, so the general 
definition of the effective diffusivity is that of electron-concentration-weighted average in x-direction 
without an assumed electron-concentration distribution.  So, integrating the diffusion component of 
(220.23) along the length of the channel (y-direction), we get the following solution for the diffusion 
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current component. 

IDIFFUSION = (Z/L)Dn-eff[-QN(y=0) + QN(y=L)]         (223.1)     

where -QN(y) = q N(x,y)dx = q N(U,UN) xU/( xU/ x)

    = qniLDiexp(-UN) exp(U) xU/FX(U,UN)        (223.1A)

and QG=COVOX=CO(VGB-VFB-VS)=-QS=+QN+QP+QIM=+QN+QB  1-D Gauss Law (223.1B)

     =-QS=- sES= s VS/ x= s(kT/q)( xUS/ x)= s(kT/q)LDiFSI (223.1C)

where (FSI)2 = {+ [exp(-US) + (+US – 1)]
             + [exp(+US) + (-US – 1)]exp(-2UP0- )}exp(+UP0)       (223.1D) 
where =UN UP is assumed x-independent, i.e. UN(x,y)=UN(y), UP(x,y)=UP(y),  and

P(x= ,y)×N(x= ,y) = ni2exp[UPN(x= ,y)] ni2exp(UPN ) ni2exp(- )      (21.19) 

P(x= ,y) = ni{[(PIM/2ni)2 + exp(- )]1/2 +(PIM/2ni)}          (21.20)

= niexp[+UP(x= ,y)] = niexp[+UP(y)] niexp(+UP )          (21.21) 

N(x= ,y) = ni{[(PIM/2ni)2 + exp(- )]1/2 -(PIM/2ni)} (21.22)

 = niexp[-UN(x= ,y)] = niexp[-UN(y)] niexp(-UN )          (21.23) 

In the above, we collected the previous results from the derivation of the MOSC or voltage 
equation in order to see, on one page, the algebraic steps and approximations used in the evaluation of the 
inversion charge density integral, QN.  The charge densities (223.1A) and (223.1B) were defined in (21.10) 
and (21.11) while applying the 1-D Gauss Law or integrating the Poisson Equation from the gate-contact 
metal to the body-contact metal, where both charges and electric fields are zero, and FSI in (223.1D) was 
derived and given by (21.17).  The quasi-Fermi-potentials of holes, UP0, and electrons = UN0+UP0, in 
(223.1D) were obtained from the remote charge-neutrality condition and the x-independence of the quasi-
Fermi-potential approximation given in (21.18) to (21.23).  Using these results, the inversion charges and 
hence the diffusion current can be written in two forms, one for the strong inversion range and one for the 
weak inversion or subthreshold range. 

For the strong inversion range, we can use the 1-D Gauss Law to split the inversion charge into the 
two terms as indicated by (223.1B),  

QN = QG QB = COVOX - QB = CO(VGB - VFB - VS)  QB

then using the three-layer and 1-layer approximations for the bulk charge, given previously by 

QB = -q (PIM – P)dx = q PIM[1-exp(-U)] xU/( xU/ x)    (222.2)

 -qPIM(x1 + x2 + x3)                                          (222.3) 

= -(2 SkTPIM)1/2×[e 1(2UF+1+UNP) 1/2+ 2(2UF-1+UNP) 1/2+(2UF-3+UNP)1/2] (222.4)
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QB = -q (PIM – P)dx = q PIM[1-exp(-U)] xU/( xU/ x)              (222.5)

 -(2 SkTPIM)1/2(US-1)1/2  1978-Brews Approximation [40]               (222.6)

 -(2 SkTPIM)1/2(US-0)1/2  Compact Model Simplification (222.7)

we have the following threshold-voltage and surface-potential solutions for the diffusion current. 

Strong Inversion Range

IDIFFUSION = (Z/L)Dn-eff[+QN(y=L)- QN(y=0)] General Solution            (223.1)

Threshold-Voltage Model                     (223.2)

IDIFFUSION = (Z/L)Dn{Co(kT/q)(UDB – USB)+(2 SkTPIM)1/2 ×
[e 1(2UF+1+UDB) 1/2 + 2(2UF-1+UDB) 1/2 + (2UF-3+UDB)1/2

-e 1(2UF+1+USB) 1/2 - 2(2UF-1+USB) 1/2 - (2UF-3+USB)1/2]}
 (Z/L)Dn{Co(kT/q)(UDB – USB)+(2 SkTPIM)1/2 ×

[(e-1+ 2)(2UF+UDB) 1/2 + (2UF+UDB)1/2

-(e-1+ 2)(2UF+USB) 1/2 - (2UF+USB)1/2]} (223.2A)

Surface-Potential Model                     

IDIFFUSION

=(Z/L)Dn{Co(kT/q)(USL – US0)+(2 SkTPIM)1/2[(USL-1)1/2  -(US0-1)1/2 ]}   (223.3) 

=(Z/L)Dn{Co(kT/q)(USL – US0)+(2 SkTPIM)1/2[(USL-DL)1/2 -(US0-D0)1/2]}   (223.3A) 

Weak Inversion or Subthreshold Range  

In this range, | QB|>>| QN|, so a direct evaluation of the QN integral is more desirable than to compute 
the difference between two nearly equal terms, CoVOX and QB.  Then using

(FI)2 = {+ [exp(-U) + (+U – 1)]exp(+UP )
+ [exp(+U) + (-U – 1)]exp(-UP - ) }                       (21.24) 

= {+ [exp(-U) + (+U – 1)]
   + [exp(+U) + (-U – 1)]exp(-2UP - )}exp(+UP )

which reduces to the following for the weak inversion subthreshold range 0<U<US<2UP +

{+ [exp(-U) + (+U – 1)]
   + [exp(+U) + (-U – 1)]exp(-2UP - )}exp(+UP )              (223.4)

Using xU/ x=(LDi)-1FI  we then have 
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QN = -q Ndx = -q niexp(U-UN) xU/( xU/ x)              (223.5)

           = -qniLDi exp(U-UN) xU/FI

 -qniLDiexp(-UN0-UP /2) exp(U) xU/ U         (223.5A)

 -2qniLDiexp(-UN0-UP /2)[exp(US)- 1] (223.5B)

 -2qniLDiexp(- 0-UP0-UP /2)[exp(US)-1]     (223.5C)

                           = -2qniLDiexp[- 0-(3UP0/2)+US][1-exp(-US)] (223.5D)

 -2qniLDiexp[- 0-(3UP0/2)+US] (223.5E)

In the above, we used the single term approximation for FI given by (223.4) to give (223.5A) 
which is then an exponential integral of the form 2 exp(Z2)dZ with Z=U1/2 which is evaluated  
approximately by a delta function at the interface, x=0. This result can also be obtained using the depletion 
solution of the Poisson equation, EX/ x= =q(P-N-PIM) -qPIM, which gives a depletion layer or 
surface space-charge layer thickness of  XSC=[2 s(kT/q)US/qPIM]1/2 .  Using the exact iteration 
formula to give the surface potential in the depletion range, 0  US  2UP0+ 0, given by (21.40), which can 
be approximated as follows since UAA and D are both about 1, and UGX UFB>>1 also 
2UP0+ 0>2UP0~35>>1 for PIM ~ 1017 to 1018 cm-3.  So the surface potential is proportional to VGB +A VGB

and the diffusion current is proportional to exp[UGB UFB±A (UGB UFB)] showing the exponential slope 
of the ID vs VGB decreases from about 60mV per decade due to higher basewell impurity concentration 
and thicker oxide in the characteristic voltage UAA  PIM× XO

2  defined by

UAA=qVAA/kT=(q/kT)( SqPIM/2CO2)=(PIM/1017)(XO/10nm)2×69.59285mV/(kT/q)

in the square root dependent term shown below: 2[UAA(UGX-UFB)]1/2

US = UGX - UFB - 2UAA{[1+(UGX-UFB- D)[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)]/UAA]1/2 - 1}
[1-exp(-2UP0- 0)]     0 US UGX-UFB

 UGX - UFB - 2{[(UAA)2 + UAA(UGX-UFB- D)]1/2 UAA}
UGX - UFB - 2[UAA(UGX-UFB)]1/2 0 US UGX-UFB (223.6A)

US UGX - UFB + 2[UAA(UGX-UFB)]1/2 UGX-UFB US 2UP0+ 0            (223.6B) 

This reproduces a general and well-known result since 1978-Brews [40], namely, in the subthreshold or 
weak inversion range, the surface potential is nearly constant along the channel between the source and 
the drain.  Using this approximate solution of the surface potential, then  
QN = -q Ndx

 -2qniLDiexp[- 0-(3UP0/2)+US]                                (223.7A)

 -2qniLDiexp[- 0-(3UP0/2)+UGX - UFB + 2[UAA(UGX-UFB)]1/2]          (223.7B) 

IDIFFUSION = (Z/L)Dn-eff{-QN(y=0) - [-QN(y=L)} General Solution (223.1)

 = (Z/L)Dn-eff2qniLDiexp[-(3UP0/2)]

× [exp(USL–USB) – exp(US0-UDB] Surface Potential Model    (223.8A)

        = (Z/L)Dn-eff2qniLDiexp[UGX - UFB + 2[UAA(UGX-UFB)-(3UP0/2)]

× [exp(–USB) – exp(-UDB)] Threshold Voltage Model       (223.8B)
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Note again the nearly constant surface potential along the channel between the source and the drain 
although the explicit difference is shown in the surface potential model (223.8A) to give more accurate 
solution using the exact iteration formula for the surface potential given by (21.37) and (21.39) if needed.  
The second feature is that the diffusion current indeed reaches a saturation, independent of the reverse-
biased n+D/p-Base voltage, UDB>>1 or VDB>>(kT/q).  

23 General Surface Potential Models 
(Drift and Diffusion Currents with Spatially Varying Bulk Impurity Charge)
(The Inversion Charge Model) 

We shall just collect the results of the 2-term model for the drift current given by (222.9A) and 
diffusion current given by (223.3), (223.3A) and (223.8) in the previous two sections to give the 1-D 
surface model.  The more general one including the longitudinal electric field gradient term, EY/ y, and 
2-D terms, derived in 1996-Sah [41] and analyzed in [42,43,45] will be just copied from these original 
articles for ease of referencing. In the two bulk-charge terms, the optimization parameter formulas [42,43] 
are also listed. In 1978-Brews model, these four parameters are chosen as 1 or kT/q.  In threshold-voltage 
compact models, these optimization parameters are set to zero if theoretical results near VDB=VSB=0 in 
low PIM region are need.  In the surface-potential-based compact model applications, they are set to zero, 
but can be optimized [42,43] for table-lookup applications to extract experimental data. 

IDRIFT  (Z/L)μnS(CO/2) (VGB – VFBL – VSL)2 – (VGB – VFB0 – VS0)2     (222.9A) 

-(Z/L)μnS(2/3)(2q SPIM)1/2 (VSL – V L)3/2 – (VS0 – V 0)3/2

IDIFFUSION-INVERSION
=(Z/L)Dn{Co(kT/q)(USL – US0)+(2 SkTPIM)1/2[(USL-1)1/2  -(US0-1)1/2]}    (223.3) 

=(Z/L)Dn{Co(kT/q)(USL – US0)+(2 SkTPIM)1/2[(USL-DL)1/2 -(US0-D0)1/2]}   (223.3A) 

IDIFFUSION-SUBTHRESHOULD
=(Z/L)Dn(2qniLDi)exp[-(3UP0/2)]×[exp(USL–USB)–exp(US0-UDB)] (223.8A)

24 Four-Component 2-D Exact Solution 

This was derived in 1996-Sah [41] and its 1-D form was tested in both the threshold voltage and 
surface-potential compact model forms with and without the four optimization parameters [42.,43,45] for 
the inversion range.  As expected, excellent accuracy were observed. Testing for the subthreshold range is 
incomplete. 

25 Latest Developments 

Latest developments using the surface potential and inversion charge approaches are reported in 
the 10-author paper presented in this conference [55].  The aim of advanced compact modeling is to meet 
both the speed and the accuracy, the latter especially in analog applications when distortion and noise are 
of prominent importance in small-signal sinusoidal applications which demand accuracy of first, second, 
and third if not also higher derivatives.  An approach using threshold voltage (the fastest), surface 
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potential (the most accurate), and regional charge (for derivatives) could be the best compromise to cover 
both digital and analog applications.  One of the optimized approaches was recently proposed by Zhou 
[44,74]  and some initial tests have been reported.  

III.  Summary 

This keynote presentation has attempted to provide a history of the early developments of compact 
models of the MOS field-effect transistors for use in circuit simulators.  The survey covers the start of the 
surface field-effect experiments on bare germanium surface in the earlier 1950’s at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories under the direction of Shockley, Brattain and Bardeen, since the theoretical analyses and 
ideas of the surface field-effect experiments given by 1953-Brown-Shockley [18] and 1955-Garrett-
Brattain [21] formed the bases from which the MOSFET compact model theory has evolved.  The survey 
stopped at the end of the long channel or gradual channel theory, around 1980, since the short channel and 
2-D effects have all been made as corrections and modifications of the long channel theory, while the long 
channel theory was and can be formulated with mathematical rigor with quantitative justification of the 
approximations.   Furthermore, the early history covering this period (~1950 to ~1980) is one the current 
generations of semiconductor engineers are not familiar with due to lack of time, while doing the doctoral 
thesis and undertaking a career job, not only industrial but also academic, the latter rather alarming.  It is 
with the hope of this review of the early history, based on the mathematical developments, however 
incomplete, that the latter could be helped to improve to some extent. 
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From: Zhou Xing (Assoc Prof)
To: Chih-Tang Sah T41-UFL
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:43 
Subject: Pao-Sah model near flat-band 

Dear Professor Sah,
    I’d like to consult with you on your original Pao-Sah (P-S) model (I think you’re the best person to ask).

As you know, surface-potential (fs)-based model is now the trend, notably, fully iterative (HiSIM from Hiroshima, 
and MM11 from Philips) and fully explicit (SP from Penn State), which is derived after a few “analytical iterations” 
of the P-S implicit equation [1].  However, it is known to have convergence problem when Vgb is approaching Vfb 
(flat-band).  This is well described by McAndrew’s paper [2], page 2, Eq. (2) which is your original model, and 
Eq. (6) which is setting “K=1” to avoid negative values in the sqrt() and its derivative for aiding Newton-Raphson 
iteration.  Eq. (6) (with K=1) is now being cited as the basis of P-S and used in deriving fs (e.g., [1]).  In the latest 
development (SP model) [3], P-S model has even been “mathematically conditioned” to change the form.
My question to you is: why your original physically derived (drift-diffusion/Poisson) model had negative values 
inside a mathematical square-root function when fs is approaching +Vfb (i.e., very small +value of fs)? And what’s 
your comment on these “conditionings” of the original P-S model?
We’re pursuing unified regional charge-based approach, and already extended our model to full regions 
including polysilicon depletion, accumulation, inversion (the latter two have not been modeled in existing models), 
and forward-biased Vbs, as well as strained-Si MOSFETs.

Thanks,
Joe
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